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ABSTRACT

This research focuses on two different operational strategies in a typical hardwood
dimension mill - pull and push order scheduling. The use of simulation modeling to test
and clarify lean production strategies in dimension mill operations is a powerful
technique. A discrete event system simulation model of a hardwood dimension mill
comprising different stations like planing station, ripping station, chop station, and
molding station was developed for this purpose.
The objective of this research is to compare the relative impact of push and pull
scheduling systems on final product inventory levels. For the mill and specific push and
pull systems simulated, the push system resulted in higher inventory accumulations,
throughput, and yield. The lower inventory accumulations associated with the pull
configuration that was implemented did not benefit the system enough to allow greater
throughput. The pull system resulted in lower utilization of machines and lower lead
times.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Due to intense global competition, U.S. wood products companies that remain in
business have realized the importance of implementing more efficient management
strategies and manufacturing tactics. A term has arisen to frame these strategies within a
corporate context: The Lean Enterprise. The lean enterprise encompasses the entire
supply chain including product design and engineering as well as relationships with
customers (Levinson and Rerick 2002).
However, lean efforts in the hardwood industries have not yet achieved full
implementation along the supply chain. Different operational components of the chain
operate somewhat independently from each other. Lean production successes are
typically found in cabinet or furniture assembly operations, but the dimension mill
operations that feed these assembly plants are more complex and seem to be more
difficult environments in which to apply traditional lean program components. Further
complicating the concept is the traditional lumber supply infrastructure, in which
sawmills typically manage production to optimize physical or economic yield from its log
resource, rather than producing lumber to meet specific dimension producers’
requirements just-in-time. This requires the dimension operators to build lead times and
raw material inventory into their production schedule. Furthermore, dimension mill yield
can be, and often is, manipulated by using cutting bills to optimize trade-offs between
customer order files and mill yields.
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Thus, within the hardwood products supply chain, the dimension operation is a
key link. Because of its important role in the supply chain, this research focuses on the
different operational strategies, specifically, pull (consumer demand based) and push
(also called traditional manufacturing, supplier production based) flow scheduling, in a
typical dimension manufacturing operation, and how those strategies may impact the
overall leanness of the vertically-integrated hardwood “lean enterprise.”
As will be demonstrated in the literature review (Chapter 2), the evolution of
simulation modeling and analysis has seen significant application in research aimed at
improving dimension mill operations. However, research in this area is far from
complete considering how quickly the dimension industry is changing in response to
competitive pressures. Of particular interest today is the use of simulation modeling to
test and clarify lean production strategies in dimension mills – an area in which combined
yield and process flow (or discrete – event) simulation should prove to be a powerful
evaluation tool.

1.2 Hardwood Dimension Mill Simulation
The simulations required for this work involved Process simulation and Flow
simulation.
Process simulation is the part where we configure various mill parameters related
to the cutting of the lumber (like grade of the lumber, rip or saw first, optimization of
cutting saws for cutting the lumber, etc). Process simulation is used to create the
components (loads) that go into the Flow simulation. The tool used for Process
simulation is ROMI (developed by USDA).
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Flow simulation is the part where the parameters like processing times of machines,
number of operators used on a machine; downtimes of machines, transfer batch sizes,
batch transfer times, etc are set up. The output files generated by ROMI are fed to the
flow simulation. For flow simulation, AutoMod (developed by Brooks Automation, now
acquired by Applied Materials, Inc.) has been used.

1.3 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 is a detailed description of wood products operation with a focus on
problems and complexities of simulation of wood processes operations, and direction of
research in such simulation. Literature about benefits of information sharing and
application of simulation in supply chain is reviewed.
Chapter 3 presents the description of the model of a hardwood dimension mill. It
includes details on development, methodology and logic of simulation model.
Chapter 4 discuses experimental setup and the results obtained by running the
simulation model, along with a discussion on the reasons driving these results. An outline
for future work that may be done in this field of study has also been discussed in Chapter
5.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1

Introduction
A simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system

over time. It is a powerful tool which can be used to describe and analyze the behavior of
a system. It is specifically useful in answering “What if?” questions about the real
systems (Banks 2004). Both existing and conceptual systems could be modeled with
simulation.
The simulations required for this work could be divided into two parts: Process
simulation and Flow simulation. Process simulation is used to determine the best way to
manufacture rough dimension parts from lumber. Process simulation enables the accurate
modeling of a rough mill’s processing situation, like equipment setup, cutting bill, lumber
grade, and cutting methodology (Stiess, 1997). Process simulation is best suited to
answer questions like: What yield and processing requirements could be expected from a
particular cutting bill? Is the cutting bill better suited to rip-first or crosscut-first
processing? What if two or more cutting bills are processed together? etc. In this
research, process simulation is used to create the components (loads) that go into the flow
simulation. The simulation software used for Process simulation is ROMI, developed by
USDA (Weiss & Thomas, 2005).
Flow simulation allows the user to try out different plant layouts scenarios,
number of machines to use, number of operators required, transfer batch sizes, transfer
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rates (frequency and time), effect of machine breakdowns etc. For flow simulation,
AutoMod (Banks, 2004), developed by Brooks Automation, has been used.
In the following sections of this chapter, a summary of past research relevant to
this research effort is provided. The chapter is divided into three main parts. In the first
part, past research in flow simulation related to dimension mills is reviewed. The second
part is focused on process simulation. In the third part, literature related to analyses of
push and pull systems is reviewed.

2.2

Flow Simulation Related to Dimension Mills
Many researchers have recognized the critical role of the dimension operation and

utilized computer simulation to evaluate processing improvement opportunities.
Araman (1977) demonstrated how complex processing questions, like the effects
of different grades of lumber on production rate and equipment utilization, could be
answered by computer modeling. He used GPSS (General Purpose Simulation System),
program available from IBM at that time, to simulate a rough mill for the production of
interior furniture parts and experiment with different layouts of the mill.
Anderson (1983) used simulation to evaluate a crosscut-first furniture rough mill
using a combined continuous/discrete model, developed with the FORTRAN-based
General Activities Simulation Program IV (GASP IV). The developed simulation
allowed determination of total processing costs for individual parts produced in the rough
mill. Anderson described input lumber by assuming normal distributions for board
length, width, and thickness. He later demonstrated that modern simulation languages
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could be used to accurately simulate the workings of a typical dimension mill (Anderson
1985).
Using the SIMAN/CINEMA (FORTRAN based) simulation language, Kline et al.
(1992) expanded the mill simulation concept, demonstrating detailed mill analysis
capability, such as cost, component yield, throughput, and waste production over time.
They used simulation to help make decisions such as when to add equipment, when to
renovate, or how to improve throughput subject to time-varying demands in hardwood
dimension mills. They used animation to reduce the time for model development and for
communication purposes such as illustrating “how” and “why” a given solution can be
effective, or in demonstrating queuing problems to management.
Wiedenbeck (1992) utilized simulation specifically to study dimension mill
processing alternatives. She ran simulation experiments to determine the economic
consequences of processing short, medium and long lumber in the crosscut-first rough
mill. The simulation model generated average values for rough part production volume,
part value and various machine utilization rates. These production figures formed the
basis of an economic analysis of the feasibility of producing rough dimension parts from
short lumber. Her simulation showed that the production of rough furniture parts from
short lumber in a crosscut-first rough mill can be economically feasible with careful
matching of cutting bills and short lumber input schedules.
Lin et al. (1994) explored the potential of processing dimension parts directly
from logs, by eliminating the intermediate steps of lumber manufacturing, grading and
trading. Their simulation estimated the potential cutting yield of dimension parts and
potential value recovery obtainable from Factory Grade 2 and 3 red oak sawlogs under
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various processing configurations and cutting bills. The results indicated that Grade 2
logs produced higher dimension yield than Grade 3 logs. However, Grade 2 logs resulted
in much less value recovery per dollar log input than Grade 3 logs because of the notably
higher price of Grade 2 logs. Their results indicated that the combination of longer
cuttings and shorter cuttings in a cutting bill can offer higher value recovery than only
having shorter or longer cuttings in a cutting bill, suggesting that shorter cuttings and
longer cuttings should be combined in a production run, whenever possible, to recover
the maximum value from given logs. To prove the potential feasibility of a directprocessing system, Lin et al. (1995) used simulation to design and evaluate four different
direct-processing mills. They found that, depending on the mill designs and cutting bill,
processing Grade 2 logs resulted in 30 – 64 percent more rough dimension production
rate compared to processing Grade 3 logs. A cutting bill that included many shorter
lengths increased the load on the rough mill components of designs studied.
Gazo and Steele (1995) introduced a Rough Mill Analysis Model (RAM), a
unique simulation that combined the lumber yield simulation CORY (Brunner et al.
1989) with a process flow discrete event simulator based on the computer simulation
language SLAM (Pritsker 1986). They utilized this combination tool to determine the
impact of pre-sorting the lumber entering the operation on dimension mill yield (Steele
and Gazo 1995).
Recognizing the need to better elucidate discrete-event simulation modeling
methodology as it relates to wood processing, Wiedenbeck and Kline (1994) provided an
in-depth characterization of the computer simulation model development life cycle. They
used actual case studies in modeling furniture rough mill to assist in illustrating the
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simulation modeling life cycle. These early studies highlighted that more realistic
dimension mill simulations were generated when part yields were based on data from real
lumber. During their data collection phase for developing the model, they identified the
operations which were most affected by lumber length and piece counts. The cutting bills
used in the mill studies were selected by the rough mill supervisors. They made an
attempt to choose a cutting bill that would match up well with the short length lumber
input. The piece rates and cutting length distributions associated with these cutting bills
were key input variables for their simulation models. Additional time data were also
collected during the mill studies. These data, gathered at each of the primary rough mill
cutup operations, consisted of single operator timings, by lumber length and grade.
They (Wiedenbeck and Kline,1994) classified their simulation model as selfdriven (Kobayashi 1978). Variable values in self-driven models are based on probabilistic
distributions specified by the modeler. Occasionally, a highly specific simulation model
will be trace-driven (Kobayashi 1978). Trace-driven models are driven by a series of
numeric inputs of actual data from the real system. They figured that rather than sampling
from a distribution, actual board length and width data could have been entered into the
simulation model. For their simulation model to be trace-driven, very large body of data
needed to be available. This observation started research towards generating part yields
based on data from real lumber.
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2.3

Process Simulation Related to Dimension Mills
To address this requirement (of generating part yields based on data from real

lumber), Gatchell et al. (1993) produced a databank of red oak lumber with the digital
description of the clear area and defect characteristics of hundreds of boards in each
lumber grade. Their databank contained 10,718 board feet in 1,578 boards. They used
NHLA’s (National Hardwood Lumber Association) Special Kiln Dried Rule to grade the
lumber in the databank because it counts all defects and treats each board as if it were airdried (NHLA 1990). This rule states that each kiln-dried board will be graded as if it
were air-dried and that it will be graded with all defects counted. With the advent of the
Gatchell database, dimension mill simulations could realistically simulate part yields
obtained from the heterogeneous lumber raw material.
Thomas, working to develop an industry-standard lumber cut-up simulator,
produced ROMI-CROSS (Thomas 1996), to simulate product yields from Gatchell’s
database in a crosscut-first dimension mill; ROMI-RIP (Thomas 1998) to do the same in
a rip-first environment; and then ROMI 3.0 (Weiss and Thomas 2005) to combine both
system capabilities into one tool.
Thomas and Buehlmann (2002, 2003) validated and tested the performance of the
ROMI-RIP tool by comparing gang-rip, chopsaw, and overall yields to those obtained in
an actual state-of-the-art rough mill. They digitized a 930-board-foot lumber sample by
recording all defect locations, and types as well as board size and grade, allowing the
rough mill and ROMI-RIP to process identical lumber samples. They considered the
following performance criteria for the validation:
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Overall yield: the total yield resulting from strip-cutting and crosscutting strips to
part lengths, Strip yield: the yield obtained by the two systems when converting boards to
strips, and Crosscut yield: the yield obtained by the two systems when chopping strips to
part lengths. The validation was defined as successful when no statistically significant
yield differences could be detected at the 95 percent significance level They concluded
that the tool accurately simulated actual dimension mill results as long as the simulation
settings were accurately specified to represent the mill being modeled.
Given the lumber databank and the ROMI yield (cut-up) simulation programs,
scientists and practitioners have been able to explore a multitude of operational questions.
Machine productivity ratios as generated through yield simulation studies using an
unpublished software simulation named “Cut-Sim” conducted by Steele et al. (1999)
proved the importance of considering cutting bill characteristics when making decisions
about lumber grade mix for the dimension mill.
Most of the computer simulations modeled the parts production process as batch
processing, by which all parts are produced by one saw of each type (Steele and Aguirre,
2004). A rip-first rough mill in which a single gang ripsaw is followed by a single
optimizing crosscut saw is an example of such batch processing. However, in rough mills
employing multiple manually operated crosscut or straight-line ripsaws, the total cutting
order is segmented into smaller cutting orders that are assigned to multiple machines.
They (Steele and Aguirre, 2004) termed this segmentation of the cutting orders as
segmented processing. Using the same Cut-Sim simulation tool, they proved that
segmented cutting orders, common to mills employing multiple manually operated
crosscut or straight-line ripsaws, result in lower mill yields than running the entire cutting
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order in a single batch. This confirmed the independent findings of Thomas and Brown
(2003) of the effects of utilizing more sorting capacity (i.e., the number of lengths and
widths cut simultaneously) on yield for various lumber grade mixes and typical industrial
cutting bill combinations. Using an analysis of variance, they (Thomas and Brown, 2003)
observed significant yield increases as a result of increasing sorting capacities. However,
they observed that a plateau was reached around 18 to 20 part sizes, where additional
sorting capacity increases result in negligible yield gains.

2.4

Comparative Analyses of Push and Pull Systems
The push (supply-based) and pull (demand-based) operational scheduling systems

are descriptive terms distinguishing two basic production control strategies for discrete
manufacturing processes (Spearman et al. 1990). A push system “schedules the release
of work based on demand”, while a pull system “authorizes the release of work based
on system status” (Hopp and Spearman 2000).
The push system, widely employed in both material requirements planning (MRP)
systems and manufacturing resources planning (MRP II) systems, is considered the
traditional material management approach, associated in most cases with “mass
production.” It has been effectively applied to various production lines, reducing
inventory and improving customer service (Spearman et al. 1990).
The pull system is characteristically associated with lean production, exhibiting
distinct and demonstrable advantages with respect to material flow and lead time,
stability of inventory, and reduced carrying cost (Allen et al. 2001). They stated that pull
systems help establish exceptional flow, which in turn leads to lower inventories, better
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quality, less floor space, better communications, quicker responses to problems, and
faster throughput.
However, due to its two fundamental conditions - the minimum inventory
requirement of each product at every machine and the steady demand of repetitive
products - the pull system may not be applicable to all production lines (Suri 1998). He
stated that pull system is best applied to products with stable demand and high volume.
The applicability of pull systems to different types of wood products operations remains
to be determined.
A useful concept for understanding the impact on system performance of push
and pull systems is the push-pull interface, perhaps most easily explained as the place of
inventory accumulation in the process. Acknowledging that most real-world production
systems exhibit elements of both push and pull systems, Hopp and Spearman (2000)
provide an excellent discussion of the importance of the push-pull interface and its role in
manipulating the trade-off between flexibility and shorter lead times. They effectively
demonstrate that by moving the push-pull interface closer to the customer, lead times can
be reduced, but at the expense of decreased flexibility in manufacturing. Interestingly,
they use the example of a wood product process (plywood) to illustrate a condition when
the low number of different finished products would allow for the push-pull interface to
be set at finished goods, resulting in short lead times. In contrast, they mention a PC
assembly plant (roughly comparable to a wood cabinet assembly operation) as a case
where the large number of finished product combinations requires the push-pull interface
to be moved upstream.
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However, in order to study the mechanisms of each system, research typically has
compared and contrasted pure push or pure pull systems (Chen et al. 1997; Kimura and
Terada 1981). We take this approach as well.
A few investigations have compared the performance of pull and push systems in
non-wood products operations. Hopp and Spearman (2000) evaluated the differences and
similarities between the two systems in a descriptive manner. Kimura and Terada (1981)
assessed relative system performance with respect to fluctuation in product demand,
concluding that the pull system responded more effectively to the changed demand than
the push system.
Considering factors such as forecast error, vendor influence, buffer mechanisms,
product structures, facility design, scrap loss, equipment failures, worker flexibility,
inventory accuracy and lot sizing rules, Krajewski et al. (1987) compared percentages of
past due product and total inventories for the two systems. Their research indicated that
the particular parameters of the manufacturing environment greatly affect the
performance of the pull system. This conclusion was supported by Monden (1983), who
pointed out that, in general, the pull system is not feasible when production runs are
short, demand fluctuations are unpredictable, production setup time is long, or the cost of
scrap is high.
Spearman and Zazanis (1992) developed mathematical models to compare the
pull and push systems theoretically, demonstrating through their work the overall
superior performance of the pull system. Their models indicated that the pull system
exhibits better controllability and experiences less block-out of production flow.
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On the contrary, Krishnamurthy et al. (2000) concluded that a push system is
more feasible in an operation that produces frequently changed products and processes
unstable customer orders (both characteristics of the common hardwood dimension mill
operation). Their simulation study revealed a lower work-in-process (WIP) inventory
level in the push system and demonstrated the pull system’s negative performance
characteristics due to high variability of the products. Conflicting findings in the
literature such as these continue to fuel the debate on the appropriate application of the
two systems.

2.5

Summary
In the previous sections of this chapter, a summary of past research relevant to

this research effort has been provided. Sections 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate the extensive
amount of work devoted to hardwood dimension mill modeling, differentiate between
flow simulation work and process simulation work, and explain how the first area of
work led to the second. Section 2.2 also establishes shortcomings in past dimension mill
flow modeling, and lays the groundwork for the potential to use further development of
the technology for more targeted investigation of modern manufacturing issues relevant
in the production of hardwood dimension mill parts. More specifically, Section 2.4
establishes a foundation for further investigation of the issue of push versus pull
manufacturing so that its study in the dimension part production is seen as both relevant
and timely.
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Chapter 3
Hardwood Dimension Mill Simulation Model
3.1

Introduction
This research focused on the different operational strategies, specifically, push and

pull flow scheduling, in a typical hardwood dimension mill manufacturing operation. The use
of simulation modeling to test and clarify lean production strategies in dimension mill
operations appears to have tremendous potential. The objective of this research was to
compare, through simulation, the relative performance of push and pull systems with respect
to the yield, work-in-process, production throughput, lead time and machine utilization.

This work uses two types of simulation software to analyze a typical rip-first
hardwood dimension mill. ROMI (developed by USDA) is used for process simulation.
AutoModTM is used for flow simulation.
Process Simulation simulates yield from the available lumber based on the
available digitized data for the particular lumber grade. Flow simulation simulates the
product flow between operating stations and within the factory to determine work-inprocess inventory levels, system bottlenecks, conformance to schedule etc.

3.1.1

Dimension Mill Set-up

The set-up of the dimension mill for flow simulation is based on an actual
hardwood dimension mill in Pennsylvania. The mill has a Planer, a Rip machine for
Primary Operations, a salvage Rip machine, a Chop machine and three molders. For our
study, we have assumed that all the boards first go through the Planer, then they are
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Ripped and sent for Chop, and after chopping, the pieces go through the Molders. Figure
3.1 demonstrates how a raw board is converted into dimension components while flowing
through the mill.

Figure 3.1

3.2

Flow of Boards in the mill

Process Simulation
In process simulation we configure various mill parameters related to the cutting

of the lumber (like grade of the lumber, rip or saw first, optimization of cutting saws for
cutting the lumber, etc). For our research, the simulated mill is set up to Rip first in
accordance with the design of the actual mill being studied. A cutting bill, which contains
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the quantities and part sizes (length and widths) required, is input into ROMI, a lumber
board data file is selected, and a run of ROMI is made. The results of the ROMI run are
different output files which contain information about the boards used, the quantities and
part sizes obtained after Rip, and the quantities and part sizes obtained after Chop. The
output of ROMI also shows the yield obtained from the run. The following sections
discuss in detail, the various steps involved in Process Simulation.

3.2.1

Cutting Bill

A cutting bill is a list of parts and the respective quantities required to be
produced during a production run. To quote Lamb (2002):
“The cutting bill should be evaluated from three perspectives: (1) the cutting length
component, (2) the cutting width component, and (3) the quantity component.”
This list of parts and their respective quantities and dimensions are determined
from the available/predicted orders. Table 3.1 shows the cutting bill used in this research.
As can be seen, it lists the quantities of the parts required along with their dimensions.
For example, 200 pieces of length 10.0 inches and width 1.75 inches are needed from the
current production run. In total, there are 17,900 parts required on this cutting bill for one
day. The total cutting bill represents 32,033 lineal feet (384,440 inches) of finished parts.
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Table 3.1 Customer order (cutting bill) used in the simulation study (adapted from Steele
et al. 1999).
Width
Length
(in.)
10.00
12.25
13.00
13.50
14.50
15.00
18.75
20.50
21.00
22.50
24.75
27.75
28.25
31.50

1.75 in.

2.00 in.

2.25 in.

3.75 in.

4.50 in.

5.00 in.

5.25 in.

200
100
0
0
0
1100
800
200
0
0
2300
1000
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
2000
400
100
0
0
1300
0
0
200

0
0
400
0
150
0
800
900
0
800
2300
0
1400
0

0
0
0
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
400
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
300
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
50
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
400
0
0
0
200
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

The objective of a dimension mill is to produce the parts required by the cutting
bill at the lowest overall cost (Buehlmann, 1998). Approximately a third of the cost of
operating a dimension mill is the cost of raw material. Hence, any increase in the number
of rough parts produced from a given volume of raw material will markedly affect profit
margins (Conners et al., 1990).

3.2.2

Lumber Mix Representation

The board data files used in this research were the files 2AC-1.dat through 2AC9.dat provided with the ROMI software. These files are selected sub-samples of the Red
Oak Lumber Data Bank (Gatchell et al. 1998), and represent a large percentage of the
boards contained in the data bank’s listing of 2A Common lumber. This grade is a
standard grade for cabinets, millwork, and other uses requiring medium to short cuttings,
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and is a favorite grade of the mill being modeled. Another reason for choosing this grade
was that ROMI has the largest number of different boards of this grade in its database for
use in satisfying a cutting bill. ROMI contains nine different board data files for 2A
Common. However, none of the data files contain enough boards to satisfy the cutting
bill as formulated for the study. So for one run, a particular data file had to be selected a
number of times in order for the cutting bill to be met.
The “Makefile” feature of ROMI was used to create data files large enough not
only to satisfy a daily cutting bill for this particular mill configuration, but for other,
larger mills, or cutting bill requirements. For example, one large file for 2A Common
lumber which contained roughly 6,000 boards of over 30,000 lineal feet of lumber was
created from the 2AC-1.dat file in ROMI. This process was repeated for each of the
other files, resulting in nine different files, each more than capable of filling a (one-day)
cutting bill.
For this research, the simulation was to be run for 20 working days of the mill and
a different set of boards would be used for each day. The figure of 20 days was decided
as it would be an adequate representation of 1 month of production (4 weeks with 5
working days in each week).
To simulate the mill for 20 different days, it was important that a different set of
boards of lumber were fed into the mill on each day. The first nine sets were the original
data files provided by ROMI; the eleven other board data files were created by selecting
the boards in the data files from 2AC-1.dat to 2AC-9.dat using the “Makefile” feature of
ROMI.
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Table 3.2 shows the 20 files used and the data sources (base file in ROMI) used to
produce them. For example, Day 1 uses dataset 2AC-1 duplicated 70 times and so forth
up to Day 9, Day 10 uses data source 2AC-all duplicated 6 times, Day 11 uses a mix of
datasets 2AC-1 and 2AC-2 each duplicated 36 times, and so forth.

Table 3.2 Data source files used for each day.
Day
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Data file used
2AC-1x70.dat
2AC-2x70.dat
2AC-3x70.dat
2AC-4x70.dat
2AC-5x70.dat
2AC-6x70.dat
2AC-7x70.dat
2AC-8x70.dat
2AC-9x70.dat
2AC-allx6k.dat
2AC-1n2x36.dat
2AC-3n4x36.dat
2AC-5n6x36.dat
2AC-7n8x36.dat
2AC-2n3x36.dat
2AC-1n9x36.dat
2AC-5n8x36.dat
2AC-6n7x36.dat
2AC-3n9x36.dat
2AC-1n4x36.dat

Base File from Romi
2AC-1.dat
2AC-2.dat
2AC-3.dat
2AC-4.dat
2AC-5.dat
2AC-6.dat
2AC-7.dat
2AC-8.dat
2AC-9.dat
2AC-all.dat
2AC-1.dat and 2AC-2.dat
2AC-3.dat and 2AC-4.dat
2AC-5.dat and 2AC-6.dat
2AC-7.dat and 2AC-8.dat
2AC-2.dat and 2AC-3.dat
2AC-1.dat and 2AC-9.dat
2AC-5.dat and 2AC-8.dat
2AC-6.dat and 2AC-7.dat
2AC-3.dat and 2AC-9dat
2AC-1.dat and 2AC-4.dat
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3.2.3

Running ROMI-3

Figure 3.2 shows the main ROMI-3 interface window, with Rip-first setup.

Figure 3.2

Main ROMI-3 Interface Window (Rip First Mode).
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To represent a pull manufacturing system, the mill setup (for ROMI) was as
shown in the figure 3.2 below:

ALL part measurements are in INCHES!
Panel Specifications: Min. part width: 1.00

Max. part width:

4.50

Random width edging strips are not acceptable for use in panel production
Arbor type is

ALL BLADES MOVABLE

Width Ranges:
0.90

1.60

2.10

2.30

2.80

3.10

3.60

4.10

1.60

2.10

2.30

2.80

3.10

3.60

4.10

6.50

Rough mill central controller priorities updated continuously
Primary operations avoid orphan parts.
Board placement with respect to arbor optimized in 4/16-inch steps
2/16-inch ripsaw kerf

2/16-inch chopsaw kerf

Boards will NOT be end trimmed.
Salvage uses primary widths.

Figure 3.3

Salvage uses primary lengths.

Mill setup for Pull System.

Width Ranges need to be specified for the purpose of data presentation. Romi’s
User Guide suggests not to choose primary widths to begin or end a range as that may
result in inaccurate subtotals, in the summary tables created by ROMI. For example, to
specify a range that includes the two widths 1.5 and 2.0 inches, a lower range value of
1.45 and an upper value of 2.05 needs to be specified.
“Min. and Max. part widths” are the minimum and maximum primary width that
are specified when processing random width part sizes.
“All-Blades-Movable Arbor” is an arbor on which all blades are allowed to move
to generate specified or random-width strips that best match the characteristics of the
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board and the demands of the cutting bill. Use of this option maximizes the number of
alternative ripping solutions to increase rip yield from each board, but its use in simulated
scenarios is necessarily limited to mills that actually have this type of rip machine or are
studying the possibility of investment in this particular type of saw technology. Other rip
saw settings that are available to simulate in ROMI are “Fixed-Blade”, “Best-Spacing
Sequence”, “Fixed-Blade-Best-Feed”, “Fixed-Blade with Outer-Floating-Blade”, “BestSpacing-Sequence with Outer-Floating-Blade”, “Selective-Rip”, and “Simple BestBlade-Fixed-Feed”. “All-Blades-Movable” was utilized throughout this study since that
was the type of technology deployed in the study mill.
Kerf is the amount of wood removed by a saw blade.
The Rough mill central controller “priorities updated continuously” setting means
that part counts and priorities are updated continuously. Before cutting the next part,
ROMI takes note of the parts on the cutting bill that have already been cut. It then looks
into the remaining parts that are needed, and then decides on what length and width of
parts to cut from the next board in question. The cutting priorities change dynamically as
the cutting bill is filled. For example, large parts that may be typically difficult to cut
from a certain grade lumber enter the run with a high priority, causing them to be cut
early in the simulation even if more optimal cutting solutions are available. However, as
these parts are cut and the remaining quantity to be cut decreases, the priority calculated
for that component is decreased accordingly, allowing more optimal solutions to be cut
from each board. Then, as the simulated run nears its conclusion, the priority of the large
piece may then be increased again if it has not yet been fulfilled through chance. In other
words, as the quantity requirements for a part size are met, emphasis shifts to other sizes.
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The “Primary operations avoid orphan parts” and “Salvage cuts to cutting bill
requirements” settings instruct the simulator not to cut excess primary parts without
determining whether the area can be salvage ripped to obtain a narrower cutting bill part.
For the pull simulation, selection of these settings limit the number of parts cut to only those
which match the current cutting bill requirements, and do not allow “spare” parts to be
generated unless they are the result of an additional salvage operation that produces one or
more companion parts that are currently called for on the cutting bill. In this way, in-process
inventory is minimized in keeping with pull production principles.

Salvage cuts are those parts that are obtained by at least one additional cutting
operation. The additional work makes these parts more expensive to produce but allows
additional cutting bill parts to be recovered from pieces that are the unused remnant of
the primary ripping operation, thereby increasing the part yield obtained from each piece
of lumber. For the pull simulation, excess salvage, that is, salvage cuts allowed even
though not called for in the current cutting bill, is not allowed as indicated by the
selection of “Salvage cuts to cutting bill requirements” in Mill Control and the notation in
Figure 3.3 that “Salvage uses primary widths” and “Salvage uses primary lengths”.
Figure 3.4 shows a strip where all possible primary parts have been cut from the
full-width clear area and one salvage part from the right end. In this example, only the
left-most parts are needed by the cutting bill. The remaining primary part is an excess or
orphan part.
Another part, labeled Salvage, is shown in the Figure 3.4. It can be seen that the
salvage part cannot be produced in the primary operation, since the rip required to
produce that part would necessarily rip the needed parts, and therefore not produce those
particular parts. In this case, the ROMI simulator, recognizing the potential cutting bill
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part in the Salvage remnant, would produce that part in simulation according to the
Salvage requirements as selected in Mill Control. If “Salvage cuts to cutting bill
requirements” is selected, as it was for the pull simulation, then no salvage cut would be
made if the remnant piece did not allow for at least one cutting bill piece to be produced.

Figure 3.4
Conventional Primary operation (adopted from ROMI-3: Rough Mill
Simulator 3.0 User’s Guide)

The mill setup (for ROMI) to represent a push manufacturing system was as
shown in the figure 3.5 below:

ALL part measurements are in INCHES!
Panel Specifications: Min. part width: 1.00

Max. part width:

4.50

Random width edging strips are not acceptable for use in panel production
Arbor type is

ALL BLADES MOVABLE

Width Ranges:
0.90

1.60

2.10

2.30

2.80

3.10

3.60

4.10

1.60

2.10

2.30

2.80

3.10

3.60

4.10

6.50

Rough mill central controller priorities updated continuously
Primary operations DO NOT avoid orphan parts.
Board placement with respect to arbor optimized in 4/16-inch steps
2/16-inch ripsaw kerf

2/16-inch chopsaw kerf

Boards will NOT be end trimmed.
Salvage uses primary widths.

Figure 3.5

Salvage uses primary lengths.

Mill setup for Push System.
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The main difference in the (ROMI) mill setup for Push and Pull systems is in the
production of orphan parts. An orphan part is a primary part that is cut but is not needed;
that is, the cutting needs for a particular part size have been met already (Weiss &
Thomas, 2005). In other words, an orphan part is an "extra (in excess of the required
quantity)" piece.
The pull system avoids production of orphan parts while the push system does
produce orphan parts. The logic behind this modeling decision reflects one way to
simulate principles of the pull strategy, which focuses on making only those parts
required by the customer in the quantity required; and of the push strategy, which
optimizes product yield from raw material regardless of current production requirements,
saving excess parts for future use as in-process inventory.
The other difference in Mill Control settings for the push system is that “Salvage
cuts to cutting bill requirements” is not selected. This allows ROMI to generate a part
from any remnant piece such as shown in Figure 3.4, even if that piece is not currently
called for in the current cutting bill. ROMI would then cut any remnant piece to the
largest possible piece it could using width and length measurements called for in the
cutting bill, but not necessarily in the combination called for by the cutting bill. The
result is a piece that will reside in in-process inventory until some future cutting bill calls
for a part with that specific dimension. In actual mill operation, the mill scheduler uses
his expertise to feed the mill machines certain piece dimension allowances for excess
inventory from both primary and salvage operations, expecting that there will be a high
likelihood of future demand for those pieces in the near future. In this respect, most
dimension mill operations still operate in “push” mode.
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3.2.4

Output Files of Process Simulation for Flow Simulation

After making a run of ROMI, two flow-simulation input files, Primary parts (with
extension ‘.fs1’) and Salvage parts (with extension ‘.fs2’) are obtained.
A further distinction in the Push and Pull systems as modeled in this project is the
final disposition of salvage parts produced by the ROMI simulator. In order to create as
large a difference in in-process inventory situations between the two systems as could be
produced, the Push system was defined to allow Salvage part production while the Pull
system does not. Since there is no setting in ROMI by which the modeler can avoid
making Salvage parts, this difference is handled in the flow simulation. In the flow
simulation, the Push system code reads the salvage parts file produced by ROMI, while
the Pull system code does not.
The Primary parts file contains data on the parts obtained from the primary
operations. Figure 3.6 shows a portion of one of the Primary parts files. The first two
columns contain the width and length (in inches) respectively of the board going into the
mill for Rip. For example for the first board, the width is 7.75 inches and the length is
145 inches. The third column gives the number of strips obtained from the board after the
Rip operation. For the first board, 4 strips are obtained after the Rip operation. The next
columns give the width of the strips (in 1/16th of an inch) and the respective number of
parts obtained from the strip after the chop operation. In this case, the first strip is 28/16
inch wide and it yields 6 parts after chop, the second strip is also 28/16 inch wide and
yields 5 parts after chop, the third strip is 32/16 inch wide and yields 3 parts after chop
and the fourth strip is 28/16 inch and yields 4 parts after chop. The next columns give the
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respective lengths (in 1/16th of an inch) of the parts obtained from the strips after chop.
For example the lengths of the six parts obtained from the first strip after chop are
444/16, 160/16, 444/16, 396/16, 160/16, and 160/16 inches. The lengths of the 5 parts
obtained from the second strip after the chop operation are 444/16, 300/16, 444/16,
240/16, and 160/16, and so on.

Figure 3.6

A Primary parts file

The Salvage parts file contains data on the parts obtained from the salvage
operations. Figure 3.7 shows a portion of one of the Salvage parts files.

Figure 3.7

A Salvage parts file

The first two columns contain the width and length (in inches) respectively of the
board going into the mill for Rip. For example for the first board, the width is 7.75 inches
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and the length is 145 inches. The third column gives the number of strips obtained from
the board after the Rip operation. For the first board, 4 strips are obtained after the Rip
operation. The next columns give the number of salvage parts obtained from the all the
strips after chop. In this case, no parts are obtained from the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd strip and 1
part is obtained from the 4th strip. The next two columns give the length and width of the
salvage part (in inches). In this case, the length and width of the salvage part obtained
from the 4th strip are 1.75 inches and 15 inches respectively.
The output files from ROMI also contain some parts that are not on the cutting
bill. These extra parts are the combinations of the width and lengths mentioned on the
cutting bill, but have dimensions different from the parts on the cutting bill. We call these
parts “not-needed” parts. For example, the cutting bill used for this research (Table 3.1)
has no requirement of a part of width 1.75 inches and length 14.5 inches. But ROMI does
produce this part.
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3.3 Flow Simulation

For flow simulation, we used AutoMod, which uses a discrete-event simulation
model. A discrete-event model represents the components of a system and their
interactions (Banks, 2004). The flow simulation model is dynamic, in that the passage of
time plays a crucial role.
For this research, the system of interest is the dimension mill and its various
components are the machines (planer, rip, salvage rip, chop, and molders), people
(operators), other equipment (fork-lifts, etc) and material (boards, strips, parts).
The parameters like processing times of machines, number of operators used on a
machine; transfer batch sizes, batch transfer times, etc are set up and the system is
observed for a period of time (for 20 8-hour working days).
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3.3.1

Description of Flow Simulation Model

Figure 3.8

Layout of the mill

Figure 3.8 shows the general layout of the mill. Raw-material (boards) are
received and stored in the raw material store. Pack of lumber is transferred from the raw
material store to the planing station, using a forklift, where they are planed to get a
smooth surface. There are two operators for loading and unloading of the boards at the
Planer. The planed boards are stored in the output queue of the planer, where they wait to
be transferred to the Rip station.
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In the mill, the transfer of lumber from raw-material store to planer and from
planer to the Rip station happens by a forklift. We have not modeled forklifts, but we
have taken into consideration the time it takes for the lumber to be transferred and that
has been modeled.
Depending on scenario (pull or push), boards are transferred in batch sizes of 50
or 100 from the raw-material store to the Planer and then from the Planer to Rip.
The primary Rip station has its input queue. There is one operator that loads the
boards on to the primary Rip machine. Ripping of the boards result in strips.
The Salvage-Rip Station also has an input queue in which strips from the primary
Rip station accumulate. This station is run only in the Push scenario. In the Pull system,
this station is not run at all to avoid making extra parts. In the Pull system, all material
that could be salvaged is treated as scrap (this is done by not reading the Salvage parts
file in the AutoMod model).
The strips (from primary or Salvage Rip) are transferred to the Chop station by
conveyor. The conveyor is 30 feet long, 4 feet wide and is run at a speed of 1 feet/sec.
Parts that wait to be chopped accumulate in the queue in front of the Chop
machine. There is one operator that loads the boards on to the chop machine. The
chopped parts are dropped in the output queue. There is one operator for unloading the
chopped parts, counting the parts, and sorting them into trolleys based on their
dimensions.
When sorting parts, only the parts that are needed for the current day are sent to
the molder. This is because molding is a customized step and the mill molds the parts
only in the quantity for which it has definite orders (i.e., they are on the cutting bill). In
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the Push system, all those parts which are required on the cutting bill but are in excess
quantities (orphan parts) are sent to the Extra Inventory store for later (future) use. All
those parts that are not on the cutting bill (not-needed parts: have dimensions different
from the parts on the cutting bill) are sent to the Not-Needed store where not-needed
parts are kept. The not-needed parts are considered to be scrap by the model.
The sorted parts are sent to the molder station where they wait to be worked upon
in their respective queues.
When full batch size of a part has accumulated in the part queues, they are sent to
the available molder. The part type to be sent to the molder is chosen randomly from
among the part types which have full batch size. A changeover is done at the molder
when a new batch is sent to it.
If any part is less than the full batch size, but has accumulated the quantity
required on the cutting bill, it is sent to the available molder.
The molded components wait in the output queue of Molders to be transferred to
the finished goods store, from where they are shipped to the customers.
Work is released at the beginning of each day into the mill, in the form of cutting
bill.
In total, there are 9 operators in the mill. One operator loads the boards on the
planer and the other unloads it. There is one operator who loads the boards on the Rip
machine. Another operator loads the boards on the Salvage-Rip machine. There is one
operator who loads the strips on the chop machine. Another operator collects the chopped
pieces. There are three operators in the molding station (which has three molders) who
load the parts on the molding machines.
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The operator at Salvage-Rip machine has two tasks. When there are no parts to be
worked upon at the Salvage-Rip machine, he comes to the Chop station to sort and count
parts.
The Planer operators also go to the Chop station to sort and count parts, when
there are no more parts to be worked upon at the Planer machine.

3.3.2

Model Assumptions

The following assumptions have been made in building up the flow simulation
model:
i)

Whenever there is material (boards, dimension components) that is in
need of being transported between operations, there are means
available to transfer the material. Transfer equipment and personnel
are not modeled. The transfer is modeled as a time delay.

ii)

Each day, the mill has to satisfy the same cutting bill. Each day
requires 17,900 parts (a total of 32,033 lineal feet). So the order for 20
days is 17,900 × 20 = 358,000 parts (32,033 × 20 = 640,660 lineal
feet).

iii)

Even if all the parts required on the cutting bill are not obtained in
their required quantities, work is started on the next day’s cutting bill,

iv)

It is assumed that all the deficiency, if any, in the order is filled on the
21st day. If the orders are not completed in 20 days, the mill will run
on the 21st day to complete the work.
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3.3.3

Distributions Used in Mill Setting

The set-up of the dimension mill for flow simulation is based on a real dimensionmill, Lewis Lumber Products of Picture Rocks, Pennsylvania. Actual process
distributions for this mill were first studied and reported by Laddad (2005).
Hypothesized distributions based partially on the Laddad work were tested and
subsequently established specifically to meet the objectives of this particular study and
are given in Table 3.3. While the actual modeling of the process flow was approached
differently from the Laddad work, these process distributions were established to closely
represent a simulation that approximated actual performance by a dimension mill with
design and management characteristics resembling the Lewis Lumber Mill facility as
studied by Laddad. At the same time, the new model formulation and its process
distributions also performs satisfactorily under a more variable set of conditions
representing a more generic dimension mill simulation model, in order that the evaluation
of push versus pull techniques could be conducted under conditions of equal demand
fulfillment and that the five hypotheses of this study could be tested and reported.
The operation times for the machines in the mill are given in table 3.4.
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Table 3.3 Distributions used in the mill setting for Flow simulation.
Sr. #
1
2
3

Description
Transfer time for boards from raw
material store to the Planer.
Loading time at Planer

Distribution
uniform 5, 2 min
u 1.5, 5 sec

5

Unloading time at Planer
u 1.5, 5 sec
Transfer time for Planed boards from
u 3, 1 min
Planer to the Rip
Loading time at Rip
u 2,1 sec

6

Loading time at Chop

weibull 2.5, 3 sec

7

Unloading time at Chop

weibull 1.5, 2 sec

8

Transfer time for Chopped parts
from Chop to Moulder

e 2 min

9

Loading time on Moulder

weibull 2.5, 2 sec

10

Changeover time at Moulder

weibull 1.5, 3 min

11

Transfer time from Moulder to
Finished Parts Store

e 1 min

4

Remarks

u = uniform

e = exponential

.
Table 3.4 Operation times for the machines.
Machine

Operation time (inches/sec)

Planer

25 (125 lineal feet/minute)

Primary Rip
Salvage Rip
Chop
Molder1 and Molder 2
Molder 3

25
33.6 (168 lineal feet/minute)
u 1.5, 0.5 sec
15 (75 lineal feet/minute)
18 (90 lineal feet/minute)
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3.4

Push and Pull: Differences and similarities
There are following differences and similarities between the Push and Pull

systems as modeled for this research:
3.4.1 Differences:
Simulation Component

ROMI-31

Push System
1) Primary operations allow
orphan* parts.
2) Salvage** is not
constrained to cutting bill
requirements. Both orphans
and salvage parts are
produced to maximize final
product yield.

Pull System
1) Primary operations avoid
orphan parts.
2) Cutting bill is fulfilled
through primary operations.
Salvage operations are not used;
unutilized wood from primary
cutting is hogged for fuel
production and reduces final
product yield.
3) The cutting bill is adjusted 3) No cutting bill adjustment is
daily according to beginning necessary as there is no carryinventory levels.
over inventory.
1) The transfer batch sizes
are twice that of the Pull
System.

AutoMOD

1) The transfer batch sizes are
half that of the Push System, to
represent the methodology of
Pull System theory.
2) Both the flow simulation
2) Only the flow simulation
input files (‘.fs1’ & ‘.fs2’)
input files (‘.fs1’) generated by
generated by ROMI, are read ROMI are read and used by the
and used by the AutoMod
AutoMod model. Salvage and
model. ***
Extra parts are treated as scrap.
3) All the excess parts from
Extra Inventory store are sent 3) There are no extra parts to be
to the Molders to be worked sent to Molders.
upon.

* Orphan part is a primary part that is cut for yield but it is not on the cutting bill.
** Salvage parts are parts that are obtained by at least one additional cutting operation.
*** ‘.fs1’ files contain information about the parts generated by the primary operations.
‘.fs2’ files contain information about the parts generated by the salvage operations.
1

ROMI-3: Rough-Mill Simulator Version 3.0: User’s Guide
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3.4.2

Similarities:

v)

Both systems have to satisfy the same customer demand. Each day, the
mill has to satisfy the same cutting bill. Each day requires 17,900
parts. So the order for 20 days is 17,900 × 20 = 358,000 parts (32,033
× 20 = 640,660 lineal feet).

vi)

Transportation times between same stations are same for both the
systems.

vii)

Both systems have the same machines, machining rates and machine
capacities.

viii)

Upstream machines are blocked out and discontinue processing when
the queues downstream reach their capacity.

ix)

Both systems use the same grade of boards for each corresponding
day.

In both systems, on any given day, the molders process only those parts that are required
on the cutting bill and in the quantity required on the cutting bill. This is because molding
is a customized step and the mill molds the parts only in the quantity for which it has
definite orders (i.e., they are on the cutting bill)
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3.5

Summary
This chapter discussed the process simulation and the flow simulation models as

developed for this research, the differences and similarities in the push and pull scenarios
as modeled.
The next chapter discusses the research hypothesis, performance measures,
experimentation and results.
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Chapter 4
Experimentation and Results
4.1

Introduction
This chapter discusses the analysis and results of the model developed to compare

push and pull systems. A brief discussion of the results follows the hypotheses tested
using the model.

4.2

Model verification
In order to trust the results obtained from the simulation, it is imperative that it is

verified that the model is behaving in the way it is supposed to behave. The model was
extensively tested by using the following techniques:
i) Printing messages to the message window while running the simulation. Some
conditions and values of variables can be verified:

Figure 4.1



Values of the length and width of the board that is read from the ‘.fs1’ file,



Values of the dimension components,



Values of various variables and counters,



The right part is going into the right queue, etc.

Printing messages in the message window to verify that correct batch size
of parts are being transferred.
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ii) Observation of output statistics: The output statistics were observed during the
test runs. For example, there are 17,900 parts required on the cutting bill per day.
The counter, C_Total_Primary, in figure 4.2 below shows a current value of
17,900 after eight hours. This shows that the mill was able to meet the cutting bill
for that day.

Figure 4.2

Using reports from test run to observe output statistics.
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4.2.1

Warm up

This model does not require any warmup time. This is because we have modeled
this system as a terminating system. The mill processes a fixed number of jobs (20
cutting bills) and then shuts down.

4.3

Changeover frequency at Molders
Table 4.1 shows the calculations used to determine the changeover frequency for

the push system. For the Pull system, this frequency was reduced by half (since, in Pull
system, all the queues and transfer batch sizes are one half of the Push system).
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Table 4.1 Changeover frequency at molders for Push System.
Available production time = 8 hours = 480 mins = 28,800 sec
Takt Time 

Available Production Time
28,800

 1.61sec
Required Daily Production Quantity 17,900

Changeover time at molders = weibull 1.5, 3 min
Time required by operator to load = weibull 2.5, 2 sec
Time required by machine = (length of part / 15) sec
Number of molders = 3
Average time required for the operator to load 

2.5
 0.83 sec
3

Average length of all the pieces = 19.45 inches
Average time needed on molder for the piece to go through 

19.45
 0.43 sec
3  15

Therefore, average time needed for a piece to go through molder = 0.83 + 0.43
= 1.26 sec
Total time needed for 17,900 pieces  17,900  1.26  22,554 sec  376 mins

Time remaining for changeovers = 480 – 376 = 104 mins
Average time required for changeover at one moulder = 1.5 mins
104
 69
1.5
69
Allowable changeovers at each molder 
 23
3
17,900
In other words, a changeover can happen every
 250 parts.
69
Number of changeovers possible 
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4.4

Problem Statement

For a typical hardwood dimension mill, a customer orders dimension parts with
widths ranging from 1.00 to 4.75 inches and length ranging from 5 to 85 inches (Araman
1982). The quantities of each part size vary between orders. Prediction of future
customer orders is quite imprecise, increasing the difficulty of scheduling production.
These features make the production environment complex and challenge the
suitability of the pull system in a dimension mill. As noted in the literature review, many
studies have compared the pull and push systems theoretically or descriptively, but no
studies on their relative performance have been conducted in the hardwood dimension
mill environment.
The objective of this research is to compare, through discrete event simulation,
the relative performance of push and pull systems with respect to average inventory
levels, throughput of the system, utilization of the machines (Planer, Rip, Chop and
Molders) Average lead time of the parts (from the moment boards enter the Raw Material
Store to the time finished parts enter the Finished goods store) and physical product yield
in a hardwood dimension mill featuring automatically-generated sawing solutions and
product generation.

4.5

Research Hypotheses

Pull production system (which is the foundation of Lean Manufacturing system,
or JIT, or Toyota Production System) has been widely credited for the success of Toyota
Motor Company. The most noted benefits of pull system are (Hopp & Spearman, 2004):
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i)

Reduced WIP and Lead Time: By limiting the releases into the system,
pull system results in a lower average inventory level. By Little’s Law,
this translates into shorter lead time.

ii)

Higher throughput: By dampening fluctuations in the WIP level, pull
system achieves a steadier, more predictable output stream. There is less
variability in the system which in turn results in higher throughput.

iii)

Improved Quality: A system with short queues cannot tolerate high level
of defects as it will quickly shut the line down. Additionally, short
queues reduce the time between creation and detection of a defect. A
Pull system applies pressure for better quality and creates conditions to
achieve it.

iv)

Lower Utilization: In a pull system, no one upstream produces a good or
service until the customer downstream asks for it (Womack & Jones,
1996). This means that machines are not run to maximize their
utilization. They are shut down when there is no demand.

v)

Reduced Costs: A Pull system “stresses” itself. By reducing WIP,
problems in the system (for example, higher defects, longer changeover
times, etc.) are exposed. Solving these problems makes the system more
efficient and profitable.

This research does not test all the benefits mentioned above. This research has
been designed to test whether the pull system as represented in this simulation has:
i)

Lower average inventory

ii)

Higher throughput
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iii)

Lower lead time

iv)

Lower utilization of machines

We expected the yield to be lower in the Pull system than that of the Push system
as we were scrapping the extra and unneeded parts (salvage, orphans, and not-needed
parts) in the Pull system.
Following are the hypotheses that are tested through this research:
1. Lower inventory level than that of push system for a typical hardwood

dimension mill, i.e.

H 0 : Inv pull  Inv push ;

H  : Inv pull  Inv push

where : Inv push is the average production inventory level in push system;
Inv pull is the average production inventory level in pull system.
2. Higher throughput than that of push system for a typical hardwood

dimension mill, i.e.
H 0 : T pull  T push ;

H  : T push  T pull

where : T push is the average throughpu t of push system;
T pull is the average throughpu t of pull system.
3. Lower final product yield than that of push system for a typical hardwood

dimension mills, i.e.
H 0 : Y pull  Y push ;

H  : Y pull  Y push

where : Y push is the average final product yield in push system;
Y pull is the average final product yield in pull system.
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4. Lower lead time that of push system for a typical hardwood dimension

mill, i.e.
H 0 : t pull  t push ;

H  : t pull  t push

where : t push is the average lead time of a component in push system;
t pull is the average lead time of a component in pull system.

5. Lower utilization of machines than that of push system for a typical

hardwood dimension mills, i.e.
H 0 : U pull  U push ;

H  : U pull  U push

where : U push is the average utilization of machines in push system;
U pull is the average utilization of machines yield in pull system.

4.6

Results

This section discusses the results obtained by running the simulation model and
their analysis. Five runs of each system were made. The sources of variability in the runs
are listed in table 3.3 (page 36). The analysis of the results was done using the statistical
software Minitab-15. The assumption of equal variance has been made for the t-tests, as
the sample sizes (5 for each) are equal for both scenarios (Banks et al, p437).

4.6.1

Inventory

Inventory in the system as measured in this simulation is the combined inventory
at the raw material store, planer, rip (primary & salvage), chop and molder stations.
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Figure 4.3 illustrates the inventory results for each of the push and pull
simulations.
Push

Average Inventory in the System

Pull
300000
258635
250000

Lineal feet

200000
146719
150000
100000
50000
0
Avg Inventory

Figure 4.3

Average Inventory (lineal feet) in the system.

Table 4.2 shows the results of Two-Sample T-Test and Confidence Interval (CI)
for the Average Inventory in the Push and Pull Systems.
Table 4.2

Two-Sample T-Test (assuming equal variance) and Confidence Interval
for Average Inventory in the Push and Pull Systems.

Two-sample T for Avg_Inventory_inSystem_Pull vs Avg_Inventory_inSystem_Push

Avg_Inventory_inSystem_P
Avg_Inventory_inSystem_P

N
5
5

Mean
146719.0
258635.3

StDev
13.8
51.4

SE Mean
6.2
23

Difference = mu (Avg_Inventory_inSystem_Pull) – mu (Avg_Inventory_inSystem_Push)
Estimate for difference: -111916
95% upper bound for difference: -111872
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs <): T-Value = -4698.55
Both use Pooled StDev = 37.6617

P-Value = 0.000

DF = 8

As the p-value is 0, we reject the null hypothesis and can say that the inventory level in
the Pull system is lower than that of the push system for a typical hardwood dimension
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mill. Also, as can be seen from the 95% CI for difference, on average, inventory in the
Push System is 111,916 board feet higher than that of the Pull System.
From figure 4.3, it can be seen that the inventory in the Push system is almost
50% higher than that of the Pull System.

4.6.2

Throughput

The targeted throughput of the simulations was 32,033 lineal feet (17,900 parts)
per day, as called for by the cutting bill described in Table 3.1 (Chapter 3). Figure 4.4
illustrates the average throughput for each of the push and pull simulations.

Figure 4.4 illustrates throughput metrics for three categories of products; those not
required by the customer order (Not Needed); those required but produced in excess
(Extra or orphans); and those required and produced to schedule (Finished, required
pieces). The push system produced more of all three types of products. In the push
system, the orphans are sent to the molders at the beginning of the next day, while in the
pull system they are scrapped on the next day. The figure of 2906 and 13 lineal feet are
just what is left after the last (20th )day.
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Average Throughput (Lineal feet) per Day

Push
Pull

35000
32033

Lineal Feet / Day

30000
25000
20000
15000
10000
5000

1045.5
0

0

Not Needed

Figure 4.4

31504

2906.5
13.5
Extra / Orphans

Finished
required pieces

Average Throughput (lineal feet) of the systems.

Table 4.3 shows the results of Two-Sample T-Test and Confidence Interval (CI)
for the Throughput (Finished required pieces only) in the Push and Pull Systems.

Table 4.3

Two-Sample T-Test (assuming equal variance) and Confidence
Interval for Throughput Finished, required pieces) in the Push
and Pull Systems.

Two-sample T for ThroughputPerDay_Push vs ThroughputPerDay_Pull

ThroughputPerDay_Push
ThroughputPerDay_Pull

N
5
5

Mean
32032.878
31504.684

StDev
0.500
0.409

SE Mean
0.22
0.18

Difference = mu (ThroughputPerDay_Push) - mu (ThroughputPerDay_Pull)
Estimate for difference: 528.194
95% upper bound for difference: 528.731
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs <): T-Value = 1827.42
Both use Pooled StDev = 0.4570

P-Value = 1.000

DF = 8

As the p-value is 1, we fail to reject the null hypothesis and can say that the
throughput of the Pull System is lower than that of the Push System.
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From 95% CI for difference, we can see that, on average, throughput of finished
needed parts in the Pull system is 528 lineal feet higher than that of Pull system.
Fine tuning of the batch (kanban) sizes in a well-run lean production system could
be expected to improve the pull system’s performance to schedule, at least as far as the
constraints of the physical system will allow. Here the advantages of having a simulation
tool become apparent; mill management, the process researcher, or the kaizen team could
use this type of tool to fine tune those lean production parameters without the usual trial
and error associated with kaizen events and kanban trials.
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4.6.3

Yield

Yield is measured as a function of wood product out to wood raw material in.
Figure 4.5 is an illustration of the yield performance metrics of the two systems as
modeled in this effort. In this specific comparison, the Push system outperformed the
Pull system in both yield metrics.

Average Raw Material Yield (%)

Push

Yield (%)

Pull
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

60
56.1

Raw Material Yield

Figure 4.5

Average Yield (percent) of the systems.

Table 4.4 shows the results of Two-Sample T-Test and Confidence Interval (CI)
for the Yield (in percent) in the Push and Pull Systems.
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Table 4.4

Two-Sample T-Test (assuming equal variance) and Confidence
Interval for Yield (%) in the Push and Pull Systems.

Two-sample T for Yield_Pull vs Yield_Push

Yield_Pull
Yield_Push

N
20
20

Mean
56.130
60.005

StDev
0.875
0.761

SE Mean
0.20
0.17

Difference = mu (Yield_Pull) - mu (Yield_Push)
Estimate for difference: -3.875
95% upper bound for difference: -3.438
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs <): T-Value = -14.94
Both use Pooled StDev = 0.8200

P-Value = 0.000

DF = 38

As the p-value is 0, we reject the null hypothesis and can say that the yield of the
Pull System is lower than that of the Push System.
From 95% CI for difference, we can see that, on average, yield in the Pull system
is 3.9% lower than that of Push system. Though this model reflects yield loss, it does not
reflect the extra time and effort required to track the excess inventory and feed it back
into the production process. The higher yield may be partially offset by the increased
management costs.

4.6.3

Lead Time

Lead time as measured in the system is the time boards are received in the raw
material store to the time finished parts enter the finished goods store.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the average time in the system for each of the push and pull
simulations.
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Push

Average Tim e in System

Pull

Average Time in System (Minutes)

350

320.8

300
250
204.8
200
150
100
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Time in System

Figure 4.6

Average Lead Time (minutes) in the system.

Table 4.5 shows the results of Two-Sample T-Test and Confidence Interval (CI)
for the Average Lead Time in the Push and Pull Systems.

Table 4.5

Two-Sample T-Test (assuming equal variance) and Confidence
Interval for Average Lead time in thePush and Pull Systems.

Two-sample T for LeadTime_Pull vs LeadTime_Push

LeadTime_Pull
LeadTime_Push

N
5
5

Mean
204.889
320.779

StDev
0.248
0.862

SE Mean
0.11
0.39

Difference = mu (LeadTime_Pull) - mu (LeadTime_Push)
Estimate for difference: -115.890
95% upper bound for difference: -115.144
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs <): T-Value = -288.78
Both use Pooled StDev = 0.6345

P-Value = 0.000

DF = 8

As the p-value is 0, we reject the null hypothesis and can say that the lead time in
the Pull system is lower than that of the push system for a typical hardwood dimension
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mill. Also, as can be seen from the 95% CI for difference, on average, lead time in the
Push System is 115.8 minutes higher than that of the Pull System.
The higher lead time in the push system can be attributed to the higher inventories
in the push system.

4.6.5

Utilization

Utilization of machine centers is typically regarded as a key mill performance
metric, since unused capacity implies excess cost (Hopp and Spearman 2000, p.292). In
many production cost accounting systems, cost is allocated to products according to the
“operating cost” of each machine center times the amount of time each product uses that
machine. The operating cost is usually calculated as a function of the invested cost of the
machine and the amount of product produced from that machine…hence, the “utilization”
of the machine as measured by production per unit of time is a key metric of how
relatively expensive a certain machine may be. The traditional operating assumption in
most push systems is that by having maintaining high utilization rates despite fluctuating
demand, the operating cost of each machine is lowered and therefore products can be
produced at a more competitive cost.
The Planer and the Rip Machine have to process the same length of boards in both
the push and pull systems. The molders too process almost the same length (lineal feet) of
material in both the systems. The difference lies in the utilization of the Salvage Rip and
the Chop machine. Since the pull systems does not process any salvage parts, the Salvage
Rip machine is not used and hence its utilization is 0.
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Figure 4.7 illustrates the average utilization of machines for each of the push and
pull simulations. As can be seen from the figure, the utilization of all the machines
(except the Chop and Salvage Rip) is almost the same in both the systems. This is a
somewhat surprising finding since it had been assumed that traditional assumptions about
push production scheduling would hold true and result in higher machine utilization at
several machine centers. That this was found to be so at only one primary machine in
this mill calls into question the alleged advantage of “lower cost per unit” for push
production systems in dimension mill operation.
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Table 4.6 shows the results of Two-Sample T-Test and Confidence Interval (CI)
for the utilization of the chop machine in the Push and Pull Systems.
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Table 4.6

Two-Sample T-Test (assuming equal variance) and Confidence Interval
for utilization of chop machine in the Push and Pull Systems.

Two-sample T for Util_Chop_Pull vs Util_Chop_Push

Util_Chop_Pull
Util_Chop_Push

N
5
5

Mean
22.180
28.120

StDev
0.164
0.110

SE Mean
0.073
0.049

Difference = mu (Util_Chop_Pull) - mu (Util_Chop_Push)
Estimate for difference: -5.9400
95% upper bound for difference: -5.7758
T-Test of difference = 0 (vs <): T-Value = -67.26
Both use Pooled StDev = 0.1396

P-Value = 0.000

DF = 8

As the p-value is 0, we reject the null hypothesis and can say that the utilization of
chop machine in the Pull system is lower than that of the push system. Also, as can be
seen from the 95% CI for difference, on average, the utilization of chop machine in the
Pull System is around 6% lower than that of the Push System.
The lower utilization of chop machine in the pull system can be attributed to the
fact that in the pull system, the chop machine does not have to process the parts from the
salvage rip. That this utilization rate is shown to be significantly lower in the pull
scenario of this mill has serious implications for mill management at Lewis Lumber. The
company accountant had identified the chop saw as the most expensive “cost center” in
the mill, and jobs were being bid and produced based at least partially on the
minimization of machine time on the chop saw. Since this study shows “pull” production
scheduling to effect in essence an increase in chop saw operational cost through
decreased utilization of the chop saw, it may be one of the key factors preventing mill
management from implementing pull in their mill.
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4.7

Discussion

The early focus of this research was centered on the definition of the two
contrasting systems, push and pull. That is, modeling decisions for both the ROMI and
AutoMod components of the tool were put forward, tested, re-considered, and reformulated in an iterative fashion until the models seemed to be behaving consistently
with expectations and experiences of the research team in actual operations.
Once that behavior was established, the modeling effort turned to actual
measurement of the performance of the two systems. The original processing parameters,
for example, machine processing rates, downtimes, batch sizes, queue sizes, etc., and
specified distributions of each were originally set with initial objectives to simply
establish “balanced” models; that is, they were set to levels that allowed completion or
near-completion of the specified cutting bills on a daily production basis
We believe that these results are specific to the systems modeled, and that the
push-pull comparison results could differ for different mill configurations and definitions
of push and pull. The performance of either push or pull systems is entirely dependant on
how well-designed the system is relative to the daily customer demand.
In this study, customer demand as represented by the “easy” cutting bill was
simplified so that each system demanded the same components daily. The dynamic
complexity of real demands on a dimension mill means that this “process optimization” is
an exhaustive trial-and-error process, one that could benefit from computerized
simulation tools as demonstrated here.
For this specific mill “trial” of push vs. pull processing, hypotheses 1, that the pull
system results in a lower level of in-process inventory, hypothesis 3, that the pull system
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results in lower process yields, and hypothesis 4, that the pull system results in lower lead
time, were all found to be true.
Hypothesis 1. The pull system lower in-process inventory partially resulted from
limiting the queue capacities to half of what they were in the push system. This limitation
was modeled on the basis of its similarity to implementing kanban inventory control as is
typically done in lean production efforts targeted at achieving pull production scheduling,
and its impact in reducing in-process inventories in the simulation is what would be
expected through kanban implementation in another type of operation. In effect, the
limiting of component cart sizes and numbers is one possible definition of kanban
implementation in a hardwood dimension mill.
Another reason for lower inventory in the pull system was the scrapping of
salvage and orphan parts counter to traditional dimension mill practice of maximizing
yield from each piece of lumber. This logic simulated the pull system culture of focusing
only on required parts and not producing parts not needed in current production schedules
as represented by the cutting bills in a typical hardwood dimension mill. The result, as
expected, was lower work-in-process for the simulation.
Hypothesis 4. Having lower WIP in the pull system resulted in lower lead times
as the aggregated components had to wait shorter periods to reach the transfer batch size.
As a result, the average length of time in the system of components in the pull system
was shorter, because those components in the early part of each daily cutting bill could
flow through the mill to finished inventory while the components in the push system were
awaiting their defined larger batch sizes to move forward. However, these shorter lead
times cumulatively did not result in cutting bills that could be completed in a shorter time
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(as indicated by throughput results) because the lower yield per piece of lumber was the
ultimate determinant of when the final pieces of each cutting bill were produced. This
reliance on the natural variability of lumber to produce all the components of the cutting
bill in the required quantities is the primary difference between wood-based
manufacturing operations and those that rely on a homogeneous feedstock. Said another
way, shorter average lead times of components in a dimension mill operation is of little
practical benefit if the nearly-complete order is detained by a few specific pieces not able
to be produced from the variable lumber feedstock.
Hypothesis 5. This phenomenon was most clearly indicated in lower utilization of
the chop machine in the pull system. As hypothesized, the utilization rate of the chop
machine was significantly reduced; however, the utilization rate of the other primary
processing machines (planer, rip saw, and moulders) was not. The chop machine should
be the operational bottleneck of any dimension mill that has multiple moulders to meet
production requirements; and since it was shown to have significantly lower utilization in
pull production scheduling than push production scheduling, no benefit in the form of
total throughput can be expected since the bottleneck is producing less.
Hypothesis 3. As shown, scrapping the salvage and orphans in the pull system to
decrease in-process inventory in agreement with pull principles decreased the process
yield (wood products out divided by raw material in). In effect, we were able to
demonstrate that simply reducing in-process inventory (hypothesis 1) is not an effective
“lean” practice for hardwood dimension mill operation, as the benefit of shorter lead
times (hypothesis 4) is offset by the penalty of lower utilization rate at the chop saw
(hypothesis 5) as dictated by the slower production of required parts from the ripping
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operations (hypothesis 3, essentially) resulting in the process not being able to increase
throughput (hypothesis 2) as typically expected through conversion to pull production
scheduling.
Hypothesis 2. Since the pull system did not result in a higher process throughput,
this hypothesis proved false. The data of this specific simulated comparison resulted in
almost the same amount of finished products in push and pull systems. In fact, if salvage
and orphan parts are considered, the output of the push system was higher than that of the
pull system.
This final conclusion is especially important when considered in the light of raw
material cost. Wood costs comprise 40-70% of hardwood dimension mill operational
costs, so any expected benefit of implementing a pull system in such a mill must offset
the additional burden of even higher cost as incurred through the decreased yield of the
operation. Since no significant increase in throughput was achieved, no justification for
increasing the cost burden through forced yield reduction in order to achieve lower WIP
and shorter lead times can be supported.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1

Conclusions and Future Work

A general-purpose simulation modeling methodology was developed to enable the
research team to test various hypotheses on the difference of push and pull operational
configurations for a specific hardwood dimension mill.
For the mill and specific push and pull systems simulated, the push system
demonstrated higher inventory accumulations, throughput, and yield metrics. However,
the lower inventory accumulations resulting from the specified pull configuration did not
benefit the system enough to attain a expected level of higher throughput. Because of the
limitations of this study, this behavior cannot be stated as general performance results for
push and pull systems in dimension mills for all situations. However, it suggests that
system design relative to lumber inputs and dynamic customer demands has bearing on
the success of any lean production implementation in the dimension mill, and that success
is not guaranteed simply by adopting some certain facets of lean production techniques.
More importantly for the dimension mill industry, it suggests that lean production
improvement of a dimension mill is no simple matter to be achieved through cookiecutter application of lean principles without a fuller understanding of the dynamic
constraints that the variability of wood imposes on a manufacturing system. Both process
and flow simulation tools of the type used in this study have been shown useful and
complementary in specifying lean parameters for successful pull implementation, to test
those parameters in specific mill configurations under varying conditions of market
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demand, and to account for the wild card of wood raw material variability and its impact
on implementation results.
Future research of this type must examine additional scenarios under variable
customer requirements, variable lumber inputs, and different lean production designs.
General conclusions on relative the performance of push vs. pull systems in the
dimension mill may be arrived at only after extensive testing of alternative scenarios and
conditions. To be specific, following are some of the areas for future research:
1) Run the model with different cutting bills:

We ran our model with just one cutting bill (adapted from Steele et al.
1999). Each day, the mill had to satisfy the same cutting bill. The impact
of having different cutting bills on different days and/or having to satisfy a
mix of different cutting bills on a given day could be investigated.
2) Replicate with different grades of lumber:

Our simulation used only one grade of lumber (2AC). It would be of
interest to study the impact of different grades of lumber on the
performance measures. It would also be interesting to investigate the
effect of using a mix of different grades of lumber on the performance
measures.
3) Continue to test different lean parameters and definitions of push,
pull, and combination systems:

The specification of push and pull systems as used in this study are but a
first effort at defining these systems for dimension mill operations. The
parameters were constrained in the process simulation by the capabilities
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of the ROMI software used to produce the components. Future
specification of these systems should borrow more from actual lean
implementation efforts as they are experienced in the industry and
modeled in the software. Further, the recognition of a push-pull interface
must be established and modeled as it actually exists under different
management scenarios so that future operations researchers can help mill
industry management determine optimal lean implementations for their
situation.
4) Look at the associated costs:

We looked at the production potential of the two systems. There are some
metrics on which one systems performs well over the other and some on
which it does not. For example, the Pull system has lower inventory
(desirable) in the system that that of the Push system, but it also has lower
yield (not desirable) than that of Push system. So what’s the overall cost
cutting potential of these two systems? We did not address this issue in
this research. It would be desirable to develop a cost matrix to analyze the
overall benefit of a system over the other.
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Appendix A: Model Code (for Push)
/*This model runs 2AC lumber files as are in the folder "Easy2xPush_ver2" */
begin model initialization function
create 1 load of type L_Initial to P_Initial
open "dir/CB_Easy2x.txt" for reading save result as V_CuttingBill /* Cutting bill file*/
create 1 load of type L_Read_CB to P_Read_Cutting_Bill
/*This load (created above) will read the cutting bill and store the values as variables*/
/*open"dir/Easy2AC1_2x.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
open "dir/Easy2AC1_2x.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
create 1 load of type L_Read_S to P_read_S*/
create 1 load of type L_RM_trans to P_Rawmaterial_transfer
create 1 load of type L_Planer_trans to P_Planer_transfer
create 1 load of type L_Mould_Trans to P_Moulder_transfer
create 1 load of type L_Mould_out_Trans to P_Moulder_out_Transfer

/*

create 1 load of type L_Chop_Q_check to P_Chop_Q_check
create 1 load of type L_Q_Chop_out_check to P_Q_Chop_out_check
create 1 load of type L_to_Moulder to P_to_Moulder

*/

/*The following are dummy loads for creating downtimes*/
create 1 load of type L_Op_down to P_Operator_Down
/* for pull, these numbers will be 50, 200 and 125 respectively */
set V_batchSizeofBoards to 100
set V_batchSizeofComponents to 400
set V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder to 250

/* to tabulate values in tables */
create 1 load of type L_Tabulate to P_Tabulate
return true
end
begin P_Read_Cutting_Bill arriving
/* This process reads the Cutting Bill file*/
set V_P to 0
while V_CuttingBill eof = false do begin
/*Point A */
inc V_P by 1
read V_CB_PartWidth(V_P), V_CB_PartLength(V_P),
V_CB_PartQuantity(V_P) from V_CuttingBill
/* These variables are array of 25
V_CB_PartWidth(V_P) = Part Width as given in the cutting bill, in inches
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V_CB_PartLength(V_P) = Part Length as given in the cutting bill, in inches
V_CB_PartQuantity(V_P) = The Quantity of a particular part required as given in the cutting
bill*/
/*print "The Part Width Required of the", V_P "part is", V_CB_PartWidth(V_P) to
message
print "The Part Length Required of the", V_P "part is", V_CB_PartLength(V_P) to
message
print "The Part Quantity Required of the", V_P "part is", V_CB_PartQuantity(V_P) to
message*/
end
/* End of while of Point A*/
send to die
end
/*The following process generates load for board supply. */
begin P_Initial arriving
set V_Day to 1
while V_Day <= 20 do begin
if V_Day = 1 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
open "dir/Easy2xDay1_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay1_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
end
else if V_Day = 2 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay2_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay2_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 3 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
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take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay3_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay3_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 4 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay4_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay4_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 5 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay5_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay5_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
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order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 6 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay6_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay6_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 7 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay7_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay7_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 8 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay8_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay8_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
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tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 9 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay9_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay9_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 10 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay10_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay10_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 11 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
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take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay11_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay11_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 12 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay12_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay12_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 13 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay13_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay13_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
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order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 14 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay14_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay14_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 15 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay15_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay15_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 16 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay16_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay16_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
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order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 17 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay17_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay17_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 18 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay18_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay18_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 19 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
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set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay19_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay19_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
else if V_Day = 20 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
set C_Op capacity = 2
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
open "dir/Easy2xDay20_Push.fs1" for reading save result as V_PrimaryPtr
open "dir/Easy2xDay20_Push.fs2" for reading save result as V_SalvagePtr
tabulate Q_Final_Parts current in T_finalPartsPerDay
order all loads from OL_Finish to continue
create 1 load of type L_read to P_read
wait for 0.01 sec
tabulate Q_Extra_Inv current in T_extraInvtoryPerDay
tabulate Q_not_needed current in T_notNeededPerDay
order all loads from OL_Not_Needed to continue
order all loads from OL_Next_Day to continue
end
create 1 load of type L_Read_S to P_read_S
wait for 482 min
/* 8 hours and 2 minutes */
/* At the end of the day, record these three in the table */
tabulate (V_Bfeet_FinalNeeded/12) in T_Bfeet_FinalNeeded
tabulate (V_Lineal_foot/12) in T_Bfeet_notNeeded
tabulate (V_Bfeet_Extra_Inv/12) in T_Bfeet_Extra_Inv
inc V_Day by 1
set V_Initial to 1
while V_Initial <= V_P do begin
set C_Final_Quantity(V_Initial) to 0
set C_Final_Quantity_Obtained(V_Initial) to 0
inc V_Initial by 1
end
end

/*End of main while*/
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send to die
end
begin P_read arriving
/* This process reads the part-widths and part-lengths from the .fs1 file*/
while V_PrimaryPtr eof = false do begin
/* While there is unread data*/
r_1*/

/*Point

read LA_Width, LA_Length, LA_Pieces from V_PrimaryPtr
/*print "The Board Width is", LA_Width to message
print "The Board Length is", LA_Length to message
print "The number of strips you will get is", LA_Pieces to message*/
if LA_Width = 10001 and LA_Length = 10001 and LA_Pieces = 1 then
begin
clone 1 load to P_Rawmaterial_wait nlt L_Dummy
send to die
end
else
set V_i to 1
while V_i <= LA_Pieces do
/*Point r_2*/
begin
read LA_Stripwidth(V_i), LA_Chopparts(V_i) from V_PrimaryPtr
set LA_Stripwidth(V_i) to (LA_Stripwidth(V_i)/16)
/*print "The", V_i " Strip Width is" LA_Stripwidth(V_i) to message
print "The Chop parts you get form the", V_i "Strip is ="
LA_Chopparts(V_i) to message*/
inc V_i by 1
end

/* End of while of Point

r_2*/
set V_Chop_Parts to 1
set V_i to 1
while V_i <= LA_Pieces do
/*Point r_3*/
begin
while V_Chop_Parts <= LA_Chopparts(V_i)do /*Point r_4*/
begin
read LA_Part_Length(V_i,V_Chop_Parts) from V_PrimaryPtr
set LA_Part_Length(V_i,V_Chop_Parts) to
(LA_Part_Length(V_i,V_Chop_Parts)/16)
/*print "The part length you get from", V_i "strips",
V_Chop_Parts " part is = ", LA_Part_Length(V_i,V_Chop_Parts)to message*/
inc V_Chop_Parts by 1
end
/* End of while of Point r_4*/
inc V_i by 1
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set V_Chop_Parts to 1
end
/* End of while of Point r_3*/
clone 1 load to P_Rawmaterial_wait nlt L_Board
/*The following code erases all the attributres stored, so that they are not carried forward
by the next load*/
set V_Chop_Parts to 1
set V_i to 1
while V_i <= LA_Pieces do
/*Point r_6*/
begin
while V_Chop_Parts <= LA_Chopparts(V_i)do /*Point r_7*/
begin
set LA_Part_Length(V_i,V_Chop_Parts) to 0
/*print "Attribute erased"to message*/
inc V_Chop_Parts by 1
end
/* End of while of Point r_7*/
inc V_i by 1
set V_Chop_Parts to 1
end
/* End of while of Point r_6*/
set V_i to 1
while V_i <= LA_Pieces do
/*Point r_5*/
begin
set LA_Chopparts(V_i) to 0
set LA_Stripwidth(V_i) to 0
/*print "Attribute erased"to message*/
inc V_i by 1
end

/* End of while of Point

r_5*/
/* The code to erase the attributes end here*/
wait for 0.01 sec
end
/* End of while of Point r_1*/
send to die
end
/* End of process P_read*/

begin P_Rawmaterial_wait arriving
set LA_in_RM to ac
inc V_RM_Inv by 1
inc V_Bfeet_inRM by LA_Length
move into Q_RM
move into Q_RM_batch
wait to be ordered on OL_RM
end
begin P_Rawmaterial_transfer arriving
while 1 = 1 do
begin
if V_RM_Inv = 0 then wait for 1 min
else

/*Infinite Capacity*/
/* batch queue, Capacity = V_batchSizeofBoards*/

/*Outer if*/
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begin
wait for 5 sec
if V_RM_Inv >= V_batchSizeofBoards and Q_Planer_wait remaining space >=
V_batchSizeofBoards and V_Break_On = 0 then /* 1st if*/
/* make the batch = 100*/
begin
wait for u 3.5, 1.5 min
/*time to get the fork lift and look for the boards pack*/
wait for u 1.5,0.5 min
/*time to take the pack from store to planer*/
order V_batchSizeofBoards loads from OL_RM to P_Planer
/*batch of 50*/
print "Sending " V_batchSizeofBoards " loads to the Planer" to message
dec V_RM_Inv by V_batchSizeofBoards
end
/* End of 1st if*/
else if V_RM_Inv < V_batchSizeofBoards and Q_RM current loads = 0 and V_RM_Inv >= 1
and V_Break_On = 0 then /* 2nd if*/
/* If these are the last remaining parts*/
begin
wait for u 3.5, 1.5 min
/*time to get the fork lift and look for the boards pack*/
wait for u 1.5,0.5 min
/*time to take the pack from store to planer*/
order all loads from OL_RM to P_Planer
set V_RM_Inv to 0
/*This last load orders all the remaining loads to the next process*/
print "Sending All loads to the Planer" to message
end
/* End of 2nd if*/
end
/* End of Outer if*/
end /*End of while*/
end

begin P_Planer arriving
/* tabulate (ac - LA_in_RM)/60 in T_RMtime
set LA_in_Planer to ac */
dec V_Bfeet_inRM by LA_Length
inc V_Bfeet_inPlaner by LA_Length
inc V_Planer_Inv by 1
if this load type = L_Dummy then
begin
move into Q_Planer_wait
wait for 2 sec
move into Q_Planer
wait for 3 sec
move into Q_Planer_out
wait for 2 sec
/*wait for u 4, 1 min /*time to get the fork lift and take to the Rip*/
order all loads from OL_Rip to P_Rip
/*This last load orders all the remaining loads to the next process*/
print "Sending All loads to the Planer" to message
set V_Planer_Inv to 0
There are no more boards in Planer */
wait for 1 min
send to P_Rip
end
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else
begin
move into Q_Planer_wait
/*Capacity = 300*/
move into Q_Planer
/*Capacity = 1*/
use R_Op(1) for u 1.5,0.5 sec /*loading time*/
/*print "The planer will be used for ", LA_Length/60 "seconds" to message*/
use R_Planer for (LA_Length/25) sec
/*time for the Planer to process a
board*/
use R_Op(2) for u 1.5,0.5 sec /*unloading time*/
move into Q_Planer_out
/*Capacity = 300*/
wait to be ordered on OL_Rip
end
end
begin P_Planer_transfer arriving
while 1 = 1 do
begin
if V_Planer_Inv = 0 then wait for 1 min
/*Outer if*/
else
begin
wait for 5 sec
if Q_Planer_out current loads >= V_batchSizeofBoards and Q_Rip_wait remaining space >=
V_batchSizeofBoards and V_Break_On = 0 then/* 1st if*/
/* make the batch = 100*/
begin
wait for u 3,1 min
/*time to get the fork lift and take to the Rip*/
order V_batchSizeofBoards loads from OL_Rip to P_Rip /*batch of 100*/
print "Sending " V_batchSizeofBoards " loads to the RIP" to message
dec V_Planer_Inv by V_batchSizeofBoards
end
/* End of 1st if*/
else if V_Planer_Inv < V_batchSizeofBoards and V_Planer_Inv >= 1 and V_RM_Inv = 0
and V_Break_On = 0 then /* 2nd if*/
/* If these are the last remaining parts*/
begin
wait for u 3, 1 min
/*time to get the fork lift and take to the Rip*/
order all loads from OL_Rip to P_Rip
/*order all the remaining loads*/
set V_Planer_Inv to 0
/*This last load orders all the remaining loads to the next process*/
print "Sending All loads to the RIP" to message
end
/* End of 2nd if*/
end /* End of Outer if*/
end /*End of while*/
end

begin P_Rip arriving
if this load type = L_Dummy then
begin
wait for 1 min
move into Q_Rip_wait
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wait for 3 sec
move into Q_Rip
wait for 3 sec
send to P_Count
end
else
begin
dec V_Bfeet_inPlaner by LA_Length
inc V_Bfeet_inRip by LA_Length
inc V_Rip_Inv by 1
move into Q_Rip_wait
/*Capacity = 300*/
move into Q_Rip
/*Capacity = 1*/
use R_Op(3) for u 2,1 sec
/*loading time*/
use R_Rip for (LA_Length/25) sec
/*time for the Rip saw to process a board*/
dec V_Rip_Inv by 1
dec V_Bfeet_inRip by LA_Length
set V_CP_from_Strip to 1
set V_r to 1
set V_max to LA_Pieces
while V_r <= V_max do
/*Point R_1*/
begin
set LA_Width to LA_Stripwidth(V_r)
set LA_Pieces to LA_Chopparts(V_r)
/*print "The", V_r "Parts width coming out of Rip is", LA_Width to message*/
while V_CP_from_Strip <= LA_Pieces do
/*Point R_2*/
begin
set LA_Part_Length(1,V_CP_from_Strip) to LA_Part_Length(V_r,V_CP_from_Strip)
/*print "The part length you get from", V_r " strip after Rip is",
LA_Part_Length(1,V_CP_from_Strip)to message*/
inc V_CP_from_Strip by 1
end
/* End of while
of Point R_2*/
clone 1 load to P_Count nlt L_Strip
inc V_r by 1
set V_CP_from_Strip to 1
end
/* End of while of Point R_1*/
send to die
end
end
begin P_Count arriving
/* This process triggers production of Salvage parts*/
if this load type = L_Dummy then
begin
order all loads from OL_Sal_Rip to P_Sal_Rip
set V_Strip_num to 0
set V_for_Sal to 0
send to die
end
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if V_Strip_num = 0 then
/* in case the dummy load comes before any other load */
begin
send to P_conv
end
else
begin
inc V_Strip_num by 1
/*V_Strip_num initial value = 1*/
if V_Strip_num = 500 then
begin
dec V_Strip_num by 299
order 120 loads from OL_Sal_Rip to P_Sal_Rip
dec V_for_Sal by 120
end
send to P_conv
end
end
/* Tabulate the inventory */
begin P_Tabulate arriving
while 1 = 1 do begin
wait for 5 min
tabulate (V_Bfeet_inRM/12) in T_Bfeet_inRM
tabulate (V_Bfeet_inPlaner/12) in T_Bfeet_inPlaner
tabulate (V_Bfeet_inRip/12) in T_Bfeet_inRip
tabulate (V_Bfeet_inChop/12) in T_Bfeet_inChop
tabulate (V_Bfeet_inMoulder/12) in T_Bfeet_inMoulder
set V_Bfeet_Total_InvInSystem = ( (V_Bfeet_inRM/12) +
(V_Bfeet_inPlaner/12) + (V_Bfeet_inRip/12) + (V_Bfeet_inChop/12) + (V_Bfeet_inMoulder/12)
)
tabulate V_Bfeet_Total_InvInSystem in T_V_Bfeet_Total_InvInSystem
end
send to die
end
/* ----------------- THE FOLLOWING SECTION CREATES SALVAGE PARTS -------------------*/
begin P_read_S arriving
while V_SalvagePtr eof = false do begin
/* While there is unread data*/
read LA_Width, LA_Length, LA_Pieces_S from V_SalvagePtr
/*print "The Board Width is", LA_Width to message
print "The Board Length is", LA_Length to message
print "The number of strips you will get is", LA_Pieces_S to message*/
set V_s to 1
while V_s <= LA_Pieces_S do
begin
read LA_Salvage_Parts(V_s) from V_SalvagePtr
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/*print "The Salvage parts you get from", V_s "strip is", LA_Salvage_Parts(V_s) to
message*/
inc V_s by 1
end
set V_Sal_Parts to 1
set V_s to 1
while V_s <= LA_Pieces_S do
begin
while V_Sal_Parts <= LA_Salvage_Parts(V_s)do
begin
read LA_Sal_partwidth(V_s,V_Sal_Parts), LA_Sal_partlength(V_s,V_Sal_Parts) from
V_SalvagePtr
/*print "The Salvage part width you get from", V_s, "strips", V_Sal_Parts, "part is",
LA_Sal_partwidth(V_s,V_Sal_Parts)to message
print "The Salvage part length you get from", V_s, "strips", V_Sal_Parts, "part is",
LA_Sal_partlength(V_s,V_Sal_Parts)to message*/
inc V_Sal_Parts by 1
end
inc V_s by 1
set V_Sal_Parts to 1
end
clone 1 load to P_Sal_read nlt L_Sal_Board
wait for 0.01 sec
/* The following code sets all the load attribute values to 0*/
set V_Sal_Parts to 1
set V_s to 1
while V_s <= LA_Pieces_S do
begin
while V_Sal_Parts <= LA_Salvage_Parts(V_s)do
begin
set LA_Sal_partwidth(V_s,V_Sal_Parts) to 0
set LA_Sal_partlength(V_s,V_Sal_Parts) to 0
inc V_Sal_Parts by 1
end
inc V_s by 1
set V_Sal_Parts to 1
end
set V_s to 1
while V_s <= LA_Pieces_S do
begin
set LA_Salvage_Parts(V_s) to 0
inc V_s by 1
end /*Code for setting the load attributes to 0 ends here*/
end
end

begin P_Sal_read arriving
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wait for 0.1 sec
set V_S_CP_from_Strip to 1
set V_S_r to 1
set V_S_max to LA_Pieces_S
while V_S_r <= V_S_max do /* Point Sr_1*/
begin
set LA_Pieces_S to LA_Salvage_Parts(V_S_r)
while V_S_CP_from_Strip <= LA_Pieces_S do /* Point Sr_2*/
begin
set LA_Sal_partwidth(1,V_S_CP_from_Strip) to
LA_Sal_partwidth(V_S_r,V_S_CP_from_Strip)
/*print "The Salvage part width you get from", V_S_r, "strips", V_S_CP_from_Strip, "part
is", LA_Sal_partwidth(1,V_S_CP_from_Strip)to message*/
set LA_Sal_partlength(1,V_S_CP_from_Strip) to
LA_Sal_partlength(V_S_r,V_S_CP_from_Strip)
/*print "The Salvage part length you get from", V_S_r, "strips", V_S_CP_from_Strip, "part
is", LA_Sal_partlength(1,V_S_CP_from_Strip)to message*/
inc V_S_CP_from_Strip by 1
end
/*End of while of Point Sr_2*/
if LA_Pieces_S = 0 then clone 1 load to P_Sal_End nlt L_No_Sal_Strip
else clone 1 load to P_Sal_Rip_wait nlt L_Sal_Strip
inc V_S_r by 1
set V_S_CP_from_Strip to 1
end
/*End of while of Point Sr_1*/
end
begin P_Sal_End arriving
send to die
end
begin P_Sal_Rip_wait arriving
set LA_in_RM to ac
inc V_for_Sal by 1
move into Q_Sal_Rip_wait
/*Infinite Capacity*/
wait to be ordered on OL_Sal_Rip
end
begin P_Sal_Rip arriving
/* set LA_in_Sal_Rip to ac */
inc V_Sal_Rip by 1
move into Q_waiting_for_rip /* Capacity = 300*/
move into Q_Sal_Rip
/* Capacity = 1*/
use R_Op(9) for u 2,1 sec
/*Loading time*/
use R_Sal_Rip for (LA_Length/33.6)sec
dec V_Sal_Rip by 1
send to P_conv
end
/* -------------------------- SALVAGE PARTS SECTION ENDS HERE ------------------------- */
begin P_conv arriving
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/*
*/

dec V_Bfeet_inRM by LA_Length
inc V_Bfeet_inPlaner by LA_Length
inc V_conv_Inv by 1
move into conv.sta_rip_out
travel to conv.sta_chop_in
send to P_Chop

end
begin P_Chop_Q_check arriving
while 1=1 do
begin
wait for 20 sec
if Q_Chop_wait current loads >= 100 and R_Rip status is up then take down R_Rip
else if Q_Chop_wait current loads <= 20 and R_Rip status is down then bring up R_Rip
end
end
begin P_Chop arriving
/* set LA_in_Chop to ac
if this load type = L_Sal_Strip then
tabulate (ac - LA_in_Sal_Rip)/60 in T_Riptime
else tabulate (ac - LA_in_Rip)/60 in T_Riptime */
inc V_Bfeet_inChop by LA_Length
move into Q_Chop_wait
move into Q_Chop
use R_Op(4) for weibull 2.5,3 sec
use R_Chop for u 1.5,0.5 sec
dec V_conv_Inv by 1

/*Capacity = 2000*/
/*Capacity = 1*/
/*machine setting time*/
/*time for the Rip saw to process a board*/

if this load type = L_Sal_Strip then
begin
/*Point S_C_1*/
/*print "I am a salvage part" to message*/
set V_c_S to 1
while V_c_S <= LA_Pieces_S do /*Point S_C_2*/
begin
set LA_Width to LA_Sal_partwidth(1,V_c_S)
/*print "This Salvage parts Width = " LA_Width to message*/
set LA_Length to LA_Sal_partlength(1,V_c_S)
/*print "This Salvage parts Length = " LA_Length to message*/
clone 1 load to P_Moulder_wait nlt L_Primary_Part
inc V_c_S by 1
end
/*End of while of Point S_C_2*/
wait for 0.01 sec
send to die
end
/*End of if of Point S_C_1*/
else
begin
set V_c to 1
while V_c <= LA_Pieces do

/* Point C_1*/
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begin
set LA_Width to LA_Width
/*print "This parts Width is", LA_Width to message*/
set LA_Length to LA_Part_Length(1,V_c)
/*print "This parts Length is", LA_Length to message*/
clone 1 load to P_Moulder_wait nlt L_Primary_Part
inc V_c by 1
end
/* End of while of Point C_1*/
wait for 0.01 sec
send to die
end
end
/* End of P_Chop */

begin P_Sal_Rip_Op_Check arriving
/*This process checks if the operator at the Sal_Rip process is needed there or not*/
if V_Sal_Rip >= 1 and R_Op(9) status = 0 and R_Op(12) status = 1 and V_Op_down = 0 and
V_Break_On = 0 then
begin
dec C_Op capacity by 1
/*Initial Capacity of C_Op = 3*/
set V_Op_down to 1
wait for 3 sec
take down R_Op(12)
print "Capacity of operators at Q_Chop_Out = " C_Op capacity to message
wait for u 2,1 min
bring up R_Op(9)
if R_Op(9) status = 0 then bring up R_Op(9)
end
else if V_Sal_Rip = 0 and R_Op(9) status = 1 and R_Op(12) status = 0 and V_Op_down = 1 and
V_Break_On = 0 then
begin
take down R_Op(9)
wait for u 2,1 min /*time to go from Sal Rip machine 1 to chop out queue*/
bring up R_Op(12)
inc C_Op capacity by 1
set V_Op_down to 0
print "Capacity of operators at Q_Chop_Out = " C_Op capacity to message
end
send to die
end

begin P_Planer_Op_Check arriving
if V_RM_Inv = 0 and V_Planer_Inv = 0 and R_Op(10) status = 0 and R_Op(1) status = 1 and
V_DupOp_down = 1 and V_Break_On = 0 then
begin
take down R_Op(1)
take down R_Op(2)
wait for u 5,1.5 min /*Time to go from Planer to Chop out queue*/
bring up R_Op(10)
bring up R_Op(11)
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/*Op 15 and 16 are duplicates of Op 1 and 2. They are up only when 1 and 2 are down*/
inc C_Op capacity by 2
set V_DupOp_down to 0
print "With Planer Operators, Capacity of operators at Q_Chop_Out = " C_Op capacity to
message
end
else if (V_RM_Inv <> 0 or V_Planer_Inv <> 0) and R_Op(10) status = 1 and R_Op(1) status =
0 and V_DupOp_down = 0 and V_Break_On = 0 then
begin
set V_DupOp_down to 1
dec C_Op capacity by 2
wait for 3 sec
take down R_Op(10)
take down R_Op(11)
print "Without Planer Operators,Capacity of operators at Q_Chop_Out = " C_Op
capacity to message
wait for u 5,1.5 min
/*Time to go from Chop out queue to Planer*/
bring up R_Op(1)
bring up R_Op(2)
end
send to die
end

begin P_Moulder_wait arriving
inc C_partsInChopOut by 1
/* capacity = infinite*/
move into Q_Chop_out
/*Capacity = infinite*/
wait for 0.01 sec
clone 1 load to P_Sal_Rip_Op_Check
clone 1 load to P_Planer_Op_Check
inc C_Op by 1 /*Counter with initial capacity = 2*/
if C_Op capacity = 1 then

use R_Op(5) for weibull 1.5, 2 sec

else if C_Op capacity = 3 then
begin
choose a resource from among R_Op(10),R_Op(11),R_Op(5) whose current loads = 0
save choice as A_Rptr
use A_Rptr for weibull 1.5,2 sec
end
else if C_Op capacity = 2 then
begin
choose a resource from among R_Op(12),R_Op(5) whose current loads = 0
save choice as A_Rptr
/*A_Rptr is a load attribute of type ResourcePtr,
Capacity = 1 */
use A_Rptr for weibull 1.5,2 sec
end
else if C_Op capacity = 4 then
begin
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choose a resource from among R_Op(12), R_Op(10),R_Op(11),R_Op(5) whose current
loads = 0
save choice as A_Rptr
use A_Rptr for weibull 1.5,2 sec
end
else print "error in logic" to message
move into Q_Trolley /*capacity = infinite*/
dec C_Op by 1
/* tabulate (ac - LA_in_Chop)/60 in T_Choptime */
dec C_partsInChopOut by 1
dec V_Bfeet_inChop by LA_Length
send to P_Parts_sort
end
begin P_Parts_sort arriving
wait for 0.01 sec
inc C_Parts_sort by 1
/*Counter of capacity 1*/
set V_index to 1
while V_index <= V_P do
begin
/* Point F_1*/
if LA_Width = V_CB_PartWidth(V_index) and LA_Length = V_CB_PartLength(V_index)
then
begin /* Point F_2*/
inc C_Final_Quantity(V_index) by 1
if C_Final_Quantity(V_index) current value <= V_CB_PartQuantity(V_index) then
begin
/*print "We have", C_Final_Quantity(V_index)current value " parts of part size",
LA_Width "by", LA_Length to message*/
dec C_Parts_sort by 1
send to P_for_Moulding
end
else if C_Final_Quantity(V_index) current value > V_CB_PartQuantity(V_index) then
begin
/*print " We have" C_Final_Quantity(V_index)current value " EXTRA parts of part size",
LA_Width "by", LA_Length to message*/
dec C_Parts_sort by 1
send to P_Extra_Inv
end
end
/* End of if of Point F_2*/
inc V_index by 1
end
/* End of while of Point F_1*/
dec C_Parts_sort by 1

send to P_Not_Needed
end
begin P_for_Moulding arriving
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/*

set LA_in_Mould to ac */
inc V_M_wait_Inv by 1
inc V_Bfeet_inMoulder by LA_Length
wait to be ordered on OL_Moulder

end

begin P_Moulder_transfer arriving
while 1 = 1 do
begin
wait for 5 sec
if V_M_wait_Inv >= V_batchSizeofComponents and V_Break_On = 0 then /* 1st if*/
/* If there are 400 parts and remaining space in Q_Moulder_wait >= 400*/
begin
wait for e 2 min
/*time to get the fork lift and take to the Moulder*/
order V_batchSizeofComponents loads from OL_Moulder to P_Part_q
of 200*/
dec V_M_wait_Inv by V_batchSizeofComponents
end
/* End of 1st if*/

/*batch

else if V_M_wait_Inv < V_batchSizeofComponents and V_RM_Inv = 0 and V_Planer_Inv =
0 and Q_Rip_wait current loads = 0 and Q_Rip current loads = 0 and V_conv_Inv = 0 and
Q_Chop_wait current loads = 0 and Q_Chop current loads = 0 and Q_Chop_out current loads = 0
and V_Break_On = 0 then /* 2nd if*/
/* If these are the last remaining parts*/
begin
wait for e 2 min
/*time to get the fork lift and take to the Moulder*/
order all loads from OL_Moulder to P_Part_q
/*take off the remaining loads*/
set V_M_wait_Inv to 0
end
/* End of 2nd if*/
end /*End of while*/
end
begin P_Part_q arriving
wait for 0.01 sec
inc C_Part_q by 1
/* Counter of capacity 1*/
inc V_M_Inv by 1
move into Q_Moulder_wait
/*Capacity = infinite*/
set V_EI to 1
while V_EI <= 25 do /*There are 25 part types*/
begin
if LA_Width = V_CB_PartWidth(V_EI) and LA_Length =
V_CB_PartLength(V_EI) then
begin
move into Q_Part(V_EI)
/*Capacity = 500. Move into the
corresponding part's queue*/
dec C_Part_q by 1
wait to be ordered on OL_Part(V_EI)
end
inc V_EI by 1
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end
end

begin P_to_Moulder arriving
while 1 = 1 do begin
wait for 5 sec

/*1st while*/

set V_tM to 1
while V_tM <= 25 do begin /*2nd while batch size = V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder
*/
if OL_Part(V_tM) current loads > 0 and (Q_Moulder(1) remaining space >=
V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder or Q_Moulder(2) remaining space >=
V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder or Q_Moulder(3) remaining space >=
V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder ) then begin
choose a queue from among Q_Moulder(1),Q_Moulder(2),Q_Moulder(3) whose
remaining space >= V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder
save choice as A_Qptr
/*
print "the queue selected is " A_Qptr to message
*/
set A_index = A_Qptr index /* set the load's attribute to the value of the
queue's "index" attribute */
if OL_Part(V_tM)current loads >= V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder and
V_Break_On = 0 then
begin
print "Sending " V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder " loads from Part Queue
"
V_tM " to Moulder " A_index to message
if A_index = 1 then begin
create 1 load of type L_M_1 to P_Changeover
wait for 0.01 sec
order V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder loads from OL_Part(V_tM) to
P_Moulder1
/*batch of V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder*/
end
else if A_index = 2 then begin
create 1 load of type L_M_2 to P_Changeover
wait for 0.01 sec
order V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder loads from OL_Part(V_tM) to
P_Moulder2
end
else if A_index = 3 then begin
create 1 load of type L_M_3 to P_Changeover
wait for 0.01 sec
order V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder loads from OL_Part(V_tM) to
P_Moulder3
end
wait for 0.01 sec
end
else if OL_Part(V_tM)current loads < V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder and A_Qptr
current loads = 0 and V_RM_Inv = 0 and V_M_wait_Inv = 0 and Q_Trolley current loads = 0
and V_Break_On = 0 then
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begin
print "Sending all loads from Part Queue "

V_tM " to Moulder " A_index
to message
if A_index = 1 then begin
create 1 load of type L_M_1 to P_Changeover
wait for 0.01 sec
order all loads from OL_Part(V_tM) to P_Moulder1
/*sending all
remaining loads*/
end
else if A_index = 2 then begin
create 1 load of type L_M_2 to P_Changeover
wait for 0.01 sec
order all loads from OL_Part(V_tM) to P_Moulder2
end
else if A_index = 3 then begin
create 1 load of type L_M_3 to P_Changeover
wait for 0.01 sec
order all loads from OL_Part(V_tM) to P_Moulder3
end
wait for 0.01 sec
end
end /* end of if */
wait for 0.02 sec
inc V_tM by 1
wait for 0.01 sec
end /*end of 2nd while*/
end
/*end of 1st while*/
end

begin P_Changeover arriving
if this load type = L_M_1 then
begin
take down R_Moulder(1)
wait for weibull 1.5, 3 min
bring up R_Moulder(1)
end
else if this load type = L_M_2 then
begin
take down R_Moulder(2)
wait for weibull 1.5, 3 min
bring up R_Moulder(2)
end
else if this load type = L_M_3 then
begin
take down R_Moulder(3)
wait for weibull 1.5, 3 min
bring up R_Moulder(3)

/* weibull alpha, beta*/
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end
send to die
end

begin P_Moulder1 arriving
move into Q_Moulder(1)
/*Capacity = 252*/
use R_Op(6) for weibull 2.5, 2 sec
use R_Moulder(1) for (LA_Length/15) sec
dec V_M_Inv by 1
send to P_Moulder_out
end
begin P_Moulder2 arriving
move into Q_Moulder(2)
/*Capacity = 252*/
use R_Op(7) for weibull 2.5, 2 sec
use R_Moulder(2) for (LA_Length/15) sec
dec V_M_Inv by 1
send to P_Moulder_out
end
begin P_Moulder3 arriving
move into Q_Moulder(3)
/*Capacity = 252*/
use R_Op(8) for weibull 2.5, 2 sec
use R_Moulder(3) for (LA_Length/18) sec
dec V_M_Inv by 1
send to P_Moulder_out
end
begin P_Moulder_out arriving
inc V_M_out_Inv by 1
wait for 0.01 sec
move into Q_Moulder_out
wait to be ordered on OL_Final

/*Capacity = 1000*/

end

begin P_Moulder_out_Transfer arriving
while 1 = 1 do begin
wait for 10 sec
/* time to prevent CPU space*/
if V_M_out_Inv >= V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder and V_Break_On = 0 then /* 1st
if*/
/* If there are 250 parts */
begin
wait for e 1 min
/*time to get the fork lift and take to the Moulder*/
order V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder loads from OL_Final to P_Finish
/*batch of 200*/
dec V_M_out_Inv by V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder
end
/* End of 1st if*/
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else if V_M_out_Inv < V_batchSizeofComponentsAtMoulder and V_M_Inv = 0 and
V_M_wait_Inv = 0 and V_Break_On = 0 then /* 2nd if*/
/* If these are the last remaining parts*/
begin
wait for e 1 min
/*time to get the fork lift and take to the Moulder*/
order all loads from OL_Final to P_Finish
set V_M_out_Inv to 0
end
/* End of 2nd if*/
end /*End of while*/
end
begin P_Finish arriving
/* tabulate (ac - LA_in_Mould)/60 in T_Mouldtime
tabulate (ac - LA_in_RM)/60 in T_time_inSystem
dec V_Bfeet_inMoulder by LA_Length
inc V_Bfeet_FinalNeeded by LA_Length
inc C_Total_Primary by 1

*/

/*print "Total number of primary-parts available now are", C_Total_Primary current value to
message*/
move into Q_Final_Parts
/*Capacity = infinite*/
wait to be ordered on OL_Finish
dec V_Bfeet_FinalNeeded by LA_Length
send to die
end
begin P_Not_Needed arriving
move into Q_not_needed
inc V_Lineal_foot by LA_Length
print "Total Lineal Foot of Parts not needed = " V_Lineal_foot to LBL_Not_Needed
wait to be ordered on OL_Not_Needed
dec V_Lineal_foot by LA_Length
send to die
end
begin P_Extra_Inv arriving
/* Also checks Inventory levels*/
move into Q_Extra_Inv
/*Capacity = infinite*/
inc V_Extra_Inv by 1
inc V_Bfeet_Extra_Inv by LA_Length
wait to be ordered on OL_Next_Day
dec V_Extra_Inv by 1
dec V_Bfeet_Extra_Inv by LA_Length
send to P_Parts_sort
end
begin P_Checking_Extra_Inv arriving
inc C_Checking_Extra_Inv by 1
wait for 0.01 sec
dec C_Checking_Extra_Inv by 1

/* Counter of capacity 1*/
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send to P_Parts_sort
end

/*-----------THE FOLLOWING SECTION CREATES DOWNTIME OF MACHINES ------------------*/
begin P_Operator_Down arriving
while 1=1 do
begin
wait for 2 hr

/*From start of shift to Tea-break, wait for 2 hr and 30 min*/

take down conv.M_sec1 /*Stop the conveyor*/
set V_OD to 1
while V_OD <= 12 do begin
take down R_Op(V_OD)
inc V_OD by 1
end
set V_Break_On to 1
/* Variable denoting that break is on (if 1) or off (if 0)*/
print "Opeartors on TEA BREAK and Conveyor stopped" to message
wait for 0.5 min

/* Tea-break*/

bring up conv.M_sec1
/*bring up the conveyor*/
set V_OD to 1
while V_OD <= 12 do begin
bring up R_Op(V_OD)
inc V_OD by 1
end
set V_Break_On to 0
print "Opeartors Back from TEA BREAK and Conveyor started" to message
wait for 3 hr

/*From Tea-break to Lunch*/

take down conv.M_sec1
set V_OD to 1
while V_OD <= 12 do begin
take down R_Op(V_OD)
inc V_OD by 1
end
set V_Break_On to 1
print "Opeartors on Lunch" to message
wait for 0.5 min

/* Lunch-break*/

bring up conv.M_sec1
set V_OD to 1
while V_OD <= 12 do begin
bring up R_Op(V_OD)
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inc V_OD by 1
end
set V_Break_On to 0
print "Opeartors Back from Lunch" to message
wait for 3 hr
/*From Lunch to shift end, 3 hours */
take down conv.M_sec1
set V_OD to 1
while V_OD <= 12 do begin
take down R_Op(V_OD)
inc V_OD by 1
end
set V_Break_On to 1
print "Today's Shift ENDS" to message
wait for 1 min /* Shift end to next day*/
bring up conv.M_sec1
set V_OD to 1
while V_OD <= 12 do begin
bring up R_Op(V_OD)
inc V_OD by 1
end
set V_Break_On to 0
set V_Strip_num to 1
set V_for_Sal to 0
set V_DupOp_down to 1
set V_Op_down to 0
print " Shift BEGINS" to message
end
end
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Appendix B: Results
B.1

Key Variables
Variable

Unit

Remarks

Minutes

Measures Lead time in the System.
This is the measured from the
moment boards enter the raw
material store to the time finished
parts enter the finished goods store.

T_Bfeet_InvInSystem_Avg /
T_Bfeet_InvInSystem

Lineal feet

Measures average inventory in the
system, for 20 days. This is the
combined inventory at the raw
material store, planer, rip, chop and
molder stations.

T_BfeetExtraInv_Avg /
T_BfeetExtraInv

Lineal feet

Measures inventory of extra parts per
day.

Lineal feet

Measures inventory of needed parts
(parts on the cutting bill, and in the
quantities needed) per day.

T_BfeetNotNeeded_AvgPerDay /
T_BfeetNotNeeded

Lineal feet

Measures inventory of not-needed
parts (parts not on the cutting bill)
per day.

T_FinalPartsperDay_Avg /
T_FinalPartsQuantity

--

Mesaures the number of needed parts
obtained per day.

Utilization_Planer

% (percent)

Utilization of Planer.

Utilization_Rip

%

Utilization of Rip Machine.

Utilization_Sal_Rip

%

Utilization of Salvage Rip Machine.

Utilization_Chop

%

Utilization of Chop Machine.

Utilization_Molder1

%

Utilization of Molder 1.

Utilization_Molder2

%

Utilization of Molder 2.

Utilization_Molder3

%

Utilization of Molder 3.

T_AvgTimeInSystem

T_BfeetFinalNeeded_AvgPerDay
/ T_BfeetNeededperDay
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B.2

Statistical Tables
B.2.1 Results for 5 Runs
B.2.1.1

Push:

B.2.1.2

Pull:
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B.2.2 Summary Statistics
B.2.2.1

Push

Variable

T_AvgTimeInSystem
T_Bfeet_InvInSystem_Avg

Mean

320.85

Lower
Higher
Confidence Confidence
Interval
Interval
0.7708
31.9.9
321.8

Standard
Deviation

258,635.26

51.44

258,571.4

258,699.1

2906.47

0.0

T_BfeetFinalNeeded_AvgPerDay

32,033

0.0

T_BfeetNotNeeded_AvgPerDay

1045.54

0.0

17,899.95

0.0

0.282

0.0

Utilization_Molder1

0.2958

0.0031

0.2919

0.2997

Utilization_Molder2

0.2898

0.0037

0.2852

0.2944

Utilization_Molder3

0.2504

0.0044

0.2449

0.2559

Utilization_Planer

0.31

0.0

Utilization_Rip

0.31

0.0

0.161

0.0

T_BfeetExtraInv_Avg

T_FinalPartsperDay_Avg
Utilization_Chop

Utilization_Sal_Rip
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B.2.2.2

Variable

Pull

Mean

Lower
Higher
Confidence Confidence
Interval
Interval
0.2615
204.48
205.13

Standard
Deviation

T_AvgTimeInSystem

204.8

T_Bfeet_InvInSystem

146,719

13.8

13.55

0.0

31,504

0.0

0.0

0.0

17,516.6

0.0

0.223

0.0

Utilization_Molder1

0.2864

Utilization_Molder2
Utilization_Molder3

146,701.8

146,736.1

0.0025

0.2833

0.2895

0.2834

0.0023

0.2805

0.2863

0.2518

0.0023

0.2490

0.2563

Utilization_Planer

0.314

0.0

Utilization_Rip

0.314

0.0

0.0

0.0

T_BfeetExtraInv
T_BfeetFinalNeededperDay
T_BfeetNotNeeded
T_FinalPartsQuantity
Utilization_Chop

Utilization_Sal_Rip
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